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ABSTRACT
The geologic map of the Blythe 7.5’ quadrangle 
spans about 60 percent of the width of the Holocene 
floodplain	and	valley	floor	of	the	lower	Colorado	
River and the adjacent lower piedmont on the east 
side of the Colorado River Valley. This map depicts 
a composite geologic record of the river’s response 
to	the	transition	from	a	natural	flow	regime	to	a	
strictly regulated one created by a series of upstream 
dams	and	channelization	of	much	of	its	length.	
The	floodplain	map	was	developed	using	archival	
data sources including notes and maps from early 
river	expeditions,	early	cadastral	and	topographical	
surveys, and a series of historical aerial photographs. 
The	floodplain	surface	and	its	underlying	young	
alluvial	fill	is	herein	referred	to	as	the	Blythe	Alluvium,	
and	this	report	provides	the	basis	for	defining	it	as	
a	formal	stratigraphic	unit.	Along	the	eastern	edge	
of the map are piedmont deposits intercalated with 
Pliocene and Pleistocene Colorado River sediments 
underlying the Blythe Alluvium. The piedmont units 
include an array of washes and alluvial fans sourced in 
the Trigo and Dome Rock Mountains. These deposits 
were	divided	and	mapped	based	on	stratigraphic	and	
geomorphic	criteria	including	relative	topographic	
relationships,	and	cross-cutting	and	inset	stratigraphic	
relations	among	individual	piedmont	units	and	with	
ancestral Colorado River deposits. Varying thicknesses 
of those units likely exist below the Holocene 
floodplain,	and	this	report	presents	those	in	the	form	
of	a	lithologic-section	of	the	valley	based	on	available	
well	data	and	accompanying	descriptions.

INTRODUCTION
The Colorado River drains approximately 246,000 
mi2 (637,000 km2) of southwestern North America 
including parts of seven states and northern Mexico 
(fig.	1).	It	is	a	critical	water	source	for	more	than	35	
million people in the southwestern US. The river and 
its primary tributaries head in the Rocky Mountains 
of	Colorado	and	Wyoming	and	then	flow	through	the	
deserts of the Colorado Plateau via the canyonlands 
of	Utah	and	the	Grand	Canyon	in	Arizona.	Upon	
exiting	the	Grand	Canyon,	the	lower	Colorado	River	
traverses the Mojave and Sonoran Deserts, including 
some of the warmest and driest desert areas in North 
America.	As	such	it	is	an	exotic	river—a	perennial,	
through-flowing	river	originating	in	a	water-rich,	high	
mountainous	area	ultimately	coursing	across	low-

lying	drylands	where	precipitation	is	insufficient	to	
support	perennial	flow.	

The map area
The Blythe 7.5’ quadrangle is located in the central 
part of the Great Colorado Valley, a broad reach 
stretching	from	Parker,	Arizona	in	the	north	to	
the	Cibola	National	Wildlife	Refuge	in	the	south	
(figs.	1	and	2).	The	towns	of	Blythe,	California,	and	
Ehrenberg,	Arizona,	are	in	the	Blythe	quadrangle.	
The point at the southeast end of the Big Maria 
Mountains (north of the quadrangle) divides the 
Great Colorado Valley into Parker Valley (mostly 
Arizona)	and	Palo	Verde	Valley	(mostly	California).	
Both valleys are part of the greater ‘Blythe basin’, 
which also includes Cibola Valley at its southern end. 
The modern river channel winds across the Holocene 
floodplain	in	this	region,	but	in	the	Blythe	quadrangle	
the river channel remains quite close to the eastern 
margin	of	the	floodplain.		

The lower Colorado River and the alluvial basins along 
its	course	constitute	a	vital	and	critically	important	
water resource for the Southwestern U.S. Its valley 
aquifers are hydraulically and legally connected to 
the Colorado River (Leake and others, 2013). Thus, 
accounting	for	diversions	and	consumptive	use	of	
river water is legally required (U.S. Supreme Court, 
1964). The river is the source for virtually all recharge 
to	the	aquifer	below	Hoover	Dam;	the	definition	and	
delineation	of	the	river	aquifer	includes	the	river	
floodplain,	older	river	deposits,	and	tributary	deposits	
in the Colorado River Valley and in connected valleys 
(Wilson and others, 1994). The Colorado River has 
been building and sustaining this huge water resource 
contained	in	its	strata	since	its	inception	~	5	Ma.	

Mapping purpose, sources, and 
methods
This geologic map represents the best available 
data	that	show	the	character	and	estimated	ages	of	
surficial	deposits	that	cover	the	Blythe	quadrangle.	
Particular	emphasis	is	given	to	deposits	and	
geomorphic features associated with the alluvial 
channel	and	floodplain	of	the	river	prior	to	significant	
human	influence	and	stringent	regulation	of	its	
incoming water and sediment. The map is also 
intended	to	serve	as	a	type	area	for	defining	the	
lower	Colorado	River	floodplain	and	underlying	
Holocene	sediments	as	a	formal	stratigraphic	
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unit (Blythe Alluvium) based on available 
morphostratigraphic,	lithologic,	and	geochronologic	
information	summarized	herein	(see	Appendix	1	for	
details).

Mostly beginning in the early 20th century, intensive 
cultivation	and	regulation	of	the	Colorado	River	
floodplain	have	modified	the	natural	riverscape	by	
smoothing	and	leveling	floodplain	topography	for	
agriculture and by managing the river’s channel 
and	flow	with	dams	and	revetments.	Consequently,	
analysis	and	interpretation	of	temporal	source	
material including topographic maps (1858, 
1902), cadastral survey plats (1874, 1917), aerial 
photography (1930, 1938, 1948), and recent 
satellite imagery (2014) were required to develop 
a	meaningful	geologic	map	of	the	floodplain	(table	
1). Survey and topographic maps provide temporal 
snapshots	of	channel	location	and	floodplain	
environment. Aerial photography clearly reveals 
geomorphic evidence of the river’s dynamic 
evolution	during	the	historical	era.	Combined	with	
streamflow	records,	these	sources	allow	for	a	
detailed	reconstruction	of	historical	channel	change.	

The eastern edge of the map includes a swath of 
the lowermost piedmont of the Trigo and Dome 
Rock	Mountains,	Arizona.	Map	units	there	include	
mostly alluvial fan deposits with lesser amounts 
of ancestral Colorado River deposits, including the 
Bullhead Alluvium (Howard and others, 2015) and 
the	Chemehuevi	Formation	(Malmon	and	others,	
2011). 

Archival source materials
The	Ives	Expedition	of	1857-1858	(Ives,	1861)	was	
the	first	technical	exploration	of	the	lower	Colorado	
River. The stated goal was to assess the navigability 
of	the	river	for	westward	migrating	settlers.	Their	
steamboat launched from the delta on 21 December 
1857, about 10 miles above the river’s mouth in the 
Gulf	of	California.	One	month	into	the	expedition	
they entered and named ‘The Great Colorado 
Valley’, which includes the Blythe quadrangle.

The	expedition	report	provides	descriptions	and	
mapping of the Colorado River channel and its 
setting	prior	to	any	significant	regulation,	diversion,	
or	influx	of	settlers.	J.S.	Newberry,	the	geologist	
to	the	Expedition,	described	the	river’s	course	
as extremely mobile and “exceedingly tortuous” 
with	a	rapidly	fluctuating	water	level	and	regular	
obstructions	from	sand	bars	and	snags	of	riparian	
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vegetation.	The	greatest	channel	depth	in	the	valley	
at	the	time	was	2.5	meters.	The	following	quote	from	
the	report	aptly	conveys	the	fleeting	nature	of	the	
river:

 “The shifting of the channel, the 
banks, the islands, the bars is 
so continual and so rapid that a 
detailed description, derived from 
the experiences of one trip, would 
be found incorrect, not only during 
the subsequent year, but perhaps 
in the course of a week, or even a 
day ...” Ives, 1861, p. 9

F.W.v.	Egloffstein	was	the	topographer	(cartographer)	
to	the	Expedition	and	prepared	the	first	detailed	
maps of the lower Colorado River between its delta 
and	Black	Canyon,	the	site	of	Hoover	Dam	(fig.	
3a).	His	unique	shaded-relief	maps	of	the	lower	
Colorado River and Grand Canyon regions are striking 
topographic	representations	which	are	important	
for understanding the landscapes of the American 
West (Krygier, 1997). For our purposes, they are 
key resources for understanding general aspects 
of the natural morphology of the lower Colorado 
River. In Mohave Valley, north of the Great Colorado 
Valley,	Efflogstein’s	maps	show	the	lower	river	as	a	
relatively	narrow	braided	channel	following	broadly	
meandering paths with wavelengths up to 8 km (5 
miles). In the Great Colorado Valley and the Yuma 
Valley	farther	downstream,	the	channel	patterns	
are shown to have greater complexity. Including a 
moderately sinuous braided channel following long 
arcing	meander	traces	intermittently	transitioning	
into	a	wide,	multi-threaded	and	complex	braided	or	
anastomosing	channel.	The	depiction	of	the	river	in	
the	valley-crossing	reach	near	the	midpoint	of	the	
Great	Colorado	Valley	is	a	particularly	good	example	
of	a	braiding	to	anastomosing	pattern	(fig.	3a).	It	
shows	a	complex	multi-threaded	braided	channel	
spanning	2-4	km	of	the	valley	floor	in	the	valley-
crossing	reach	and	continuing	along	the	eastern	edge	
of	the	floodplain.	On	the	map,	this	area	is	the	“Long	
Shoals,”	which	is	a	moniker	that	amplifies	the	written	
descriptions	of	the	hazardous	navigation	they	bore	on	
the Colorado in this part of the valley. 

Early surveys of the channel and floodplain
Formal surveys of the Colorado River channel provide 
important and more precise data for the geologic 
map	of	the	floodplain.	The	first	cadastral	survey	

was	carried	out	in	1874	(Feb-Apr)	and	produced	a	
plat map showing only the western (California) river 
bank	(fig.	4a).	It	shows	numerous	sloughs	marked	as	
“swamp	and	overflowed	land	unfit	for	cultivation”	
spanning the surveyed landscape west of the river. 
Cottonwoods,	willows,	mesquite,	and	sand	hills	are	
shown	distributed	across	the	floodplain.	The	1874	
channel in the Blythe 7.5’ quadrangle lies within 
the	1858	braid	plain	mapped	by	Egloffstein	(in Ives, 
1861) except north of Ehrenberg where the channel 
is	shown	farther	east,	closer	to	the	floodplain	margin.	
The	pattern	and	width	of	the	channel	are	not	known,	
however, because the survey did not include the 
eastern river bank.

Detailed	topographic	surveys	in	1902	(fig.	4b)	show	
the	channel	having	migrated	farther	east,	abutting	
steep	bluffs	that	form	the	floodplain	boundary	north	
of Ehrenberg. The main channel is shown to split 
near the promontory at Ehrenberg and a secondary 
channel	flows	west	then	south	to	rejoin	the	channel.	
Downstream from the split the primary channel 
is shown to have migrated eastward about 2 km 
following	the	curve	of	the	bluffs.	No	topography	or	
vegetation	is	shown	between	the	main	and	subsidiary	
channels on the 1902 map, but the braided river 
of	1858	had	flowed	across	this	expanse.	Below	the	
confluence	of	the	bifurcated	channels,	the	1902	river	
followed the easternmost channel of the 1858 river 
south to Mohave Wash. In 1874, that same reach 
followed the apical bend of a large meander at the 
western edge of the 1858 braid plain. By 1902 many 
of	the	discontinuous	sloughs	from	the	1874	map	are	
shown	as	contiguous	channels,	both	with	and	without	
streamflow.	Between	the	narrow	channels,	mostly	
20-40	meters	in	width,	there	is	a	shallow	network	of	
surface	drainage.	A	sketch	map	of	the	floodplain	near	
Ehrenberg developed by W.T. Lee (1908: mapped in 
1903-04)	shows	a	pattern	that	is	broadly	similar	to	
the	1858	map	from	the	Ives	Expedition	(fig.	3b).	

A plat map created in 1917 shows only the eastern 
(Arizona)	bank	of	the	river	and	details	of	the	river	
planform	are	correspondingly	uncertain	(fig.	4a).	The	
eastern	bank	parallels	the	contemporary	floodplain	
margin for short reaches in two areas north and 
south	of	Ehrenberg,	elsewhere	there	are	significant	
departures.	In	particular,	an	irregular	protrusion	into	
the	floodplain	near	the	SW	corner	of	the	quadrangle	
that appears to be a Mohave Wash fan deposit in 
subsequent aerial photos. This feature is probably 
related	to	a	flood	from	the	tributary	wash.
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Figure 3.      a)  Excerpt from Geological Map No.1 prepared by J.S. 
Newberry, geologist to the Ives Expedition, and drawn by F.W.v. 
Egloffstein, topographer to the Expedition, showing the Great Colorado 
Valley as mapped in 1858. The Great Colorado Valley includes 
Parker, Palo Verde, and Cibola Valleys.
b)  Map and cross-section of a part of the Great Colorado Valley (Lee, 
W.T., 1908, p. 46, fig. 12) illustrating the lateral migrations of the river, 

 
the relation of the floodplain to the bluffs of his Chemehuevis Gravel, 
and the corrugated slopes of the margins of the valley.

a

Inset:      Sketch map of a portion of western Arizona as mapped by 
Willis T. Lee in 1903-04 under the direction of N.H. Darton. The purpose 
of the investigation was to examine the water resources of the region 
and determine if they could be developed. They found conditions 
unfavorable for water development but undertook reconnaissance 
trips as the area was of great geologic interest. Approximate extents
of panels (a) and (b) are shown in boxes in lower left corner. 
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Early aerial imagery
We used aerial photographs extensively in developing 
the	geologic	map	of	the	floodplain	in	the	Blythe	
quadrangle. The datasets we used clearly document 
dramatic	changes	in	the	river	environment	during	
the	transition	from	a	natural	river	system	to	a	fully	
regulated and intensely managed resource. 

Aerial	photography	of	the	Blythe	basin	was	first	
acquired	in	1930	(fig.	5),	and	those	photos	provide	
an	unparalleled	perspective	on	the	nature	of	
the	floodplain	in	Palo	Verde	Valley	prior	to	the	
construction	of	Hoover	Dam	and	its	ensuing	dramatic	
effects	on	streamflow	and	sediment	availability.	The	
photography shows that the northwest quadrant of 
the Blythe quadrangle including the town of Blythe 
was	already	mostly	settled	and	cultivated.	Despite	
this,	the	floodplain	in	1930	(figs.	5	and	6a)	retains	
much geomorphic evidence of the earlier river, with 
palimpsest	channel	patterns	and	bars	clearly	visible.

Aerial	photography	acquired	in	1938	(fig.	6b)	and	
1948	(fig.	7a)	outline	conspicuous	changes	to	the	
channel planform as the river became increasingly 
confined	in	response	to	construction	and	completion	
of	Hoover	Dam	1931–1936.	We	used	WorldView-2	
satellite	data	from	2014	(figs.	5	and	7b)	for	mapping	
the youngest Colorado River channel shown on the 
map	since	no	large-scale	changes	have	occurred	in	
the channel in the 1948 to 2014 interval.

Methods in constructing the map
Historical topographic and survey maps were 
georeferenced to cadastral Public Land Survey System 
(PLSS)	standardized	digital	data	released	by	the	
Bureau of Land Management (www.navigator.blm.
gov). Each scanned aerial photo frame was cropped 
of marginalia so that the single frames could be 
mosaicked together for mapping purposes. All aerial 
photography was georeferenced to the contemporary 
WorldView satellite imagery (table 1). 
The	geologic	floodplain	map	was	created	by	
mapping the river channel of each temporal source 
at	a	resolution	of	1:5000	in	ESRI	ArcGIS	software.	
Each channel map was then overlain by the next 
chronological channel map and areas of overlap 
were erased from the older map and replaced with 
the younger features for a chronology of channel 
adjustment	(fig.	8).	This	process	produced	the	initial	
delineation	of	divisions	of	Blythe	Alluvium.	That	initial	
map was then compared to the historical survey maps 
and aerial photography in chronological succession to 
define	alluvial	packages	outside	the	active	channels.	

After	the	units	of	Blythe	Alluvium	were	so	defined,	
geomorphic	form-lines,	showing	features	related	
to	channel	migration	and	abandonment,	were	then	
mapped	within	each	unit.	All	linework	was	ultimately	
referenced to recent satellite imagery (2014) to 
correct for any georeferencing errors. 
Surficial	geologic	units	on	the	eastern	piedmont	
were	mapped	using	field	observations,	recent	digital	
orthophotographs,	and	digital	elevation	models	
(DEMs).	Ages	of	surficial	deposits	were	estimated	by	
geomorphic	and	soil	characteristics,	relative	position	
in	the	landscape,	and	relationships	to	dated	Colorado	
River deposits (e.g., Bull, 1991).

Geologic Synopsis of the Blythe 7.5’ 
Quadrangle
The Blythe quadrangle is near the midpoint of the 
Great Colorado Valley and near the southern end of 
the Colorado River extensional corridor (Spencer and 
others,	2018).	The	corridor	was	a	region	of	relatively	
rapid and intense Miocene extensional tectonic 
activity,	closed-	or	restricted-basin	sedimentation,	
and	igneous	activity	between	about	18	and	8	Ma	
(Howard	and	John,	1987;	Faulds	and	others,	2001;	
Spencer and Reynolds, 1990). Waning tectonic 
activity	after	8-10	Ma	left	a	series	of	middle	Miocene	
mountain	ranges	and	closed-basins	separated	by	
relatively	narrow	mountain	divides.

Geologic evidence indicates that the river abruptly 
arrived in the corridor approximately 5 Ma (e.g., 
Faulds	and	others,	2001,	2016;	House	and	others,	
2005,	2008;	Dorsey	and	others,	2007;	Lucchitta,	1989;	
Crow and others, 2018) and progressed downstream 
through	a	process	of	lake	filling-and-spilling.	The	
early Pliocene downstream progression of river 
integration	to	the	sea	involved	deep	filling	of	each	of	
the valleys, or basins, with 100s of meters of Colorado 
River sediment (Pearthree and House, 2014). The 
latitude	and	nature	of	the	river’s	first	arrival	to	the	
sea in the evolving Gulf of California remain elusive 
and	controversial	(McDougall	and	Martinez,	2016;	
O’Connell	and	others,	2017;	Bright	and	others,	2018).

The	surficial	geology	in	the	Blythe	quadrangle	is	
dominated by river and tributary deposits that 
significantly	post-date	the	corridor’s	extensional	
history. As was discussed above, deposits covering 
the	Colorado	River	floodplain	are	late	Holocene	in	
age. Pliocene and Pleistocene Colorado River strata 
in the eastern part of the map area are exposed 
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beneath Quaternary piedmont alluvium derived 
from the Dome Rock and Trigo Mountains. Thick and 
voluminous Pliocene and Pleistocene(?) Colorado 
River	sediments	associated	with	early	integration	are	
present	in	the	subsurface,	based	on	detailed	well-logs	
from within and near the quadrangle. 

Previous investigations of Colorado River 
stratigraphy in the Blythe area
Geologic	observations	from	areas	in	and	near	the	
Blythe quadrangle date back to 1858. Newberry 
(in	Ives,	1861)	was	the	first	scientist	to	record	field	
observations	of	the	characteristics	of	the	lower	
Colorado River and its deposits and landforms. In the 
general area of Blythe and Ehrenberg, he described 
clays,	sands,	and	stratified	gravels	that	composed	the	
high	bluffs	along	the	channel	and	recognized	them	as	
ancestral river deposits. 

W.T. Lee (1908) published results of an extensive 
regional	geological	reconnaissance	of	western	Arizona	
that included travel by boat down long reaches of 
the lower Colorado River, including Palo Verde Valley. 
He	proposed	a	model	for	river	evolution	involving	
three	phases	of	aggradation	including	the	modern	
floodplain	alternating	with	episodes	of	degradation.	
Lee	made	a	sketch	map	of	the	floodplain	as	seen	from	
bluffs	of	his	Chemehuevis	Gravel	near	Ehrenberg	
that includes numerous sloughs, lagoons, and oxbow 
lakes	on	the	floodplain.	Lee	also	described	extensive	
expanses	of	fresh	silt	on	the	floodplain	and	noted	
specific	evidence	for	rapid	accumulation	of	thick	

overbank deposits that had buried live arrowweed 
plants to depths of 6 feet or more.

Blackwelder	(1934)	disputed	Lee’s	stratigraphic	
model and proposed that the history of the river was 
largely one of progressive downward erosion with 
intermittent	fluvial	terrace	formation	on	excavated	
surfaces. He also rejected the reigning theory that the 
river	had	existed	continuously	since	early	or	middle	
Tertiary	time,	as	postulated	by	Powell	(1875),	Dutton	
(1880), and Davis (1901), and instead asserted that 
the	floodplain	and	terraces	were	of	recent	and	late	
Pleistocene age. Blackwelder also proposed that 
the river was not antecedent to topography of the 
corridor and instead had integrated through it in a 
downstream	direction.

Longwell (1936) contended that many of the gravel 
terraces bordering the Colorado River were remnants 
of	stream-built	surfaces,	rising	above	the	then	low-
water stage of the river from heights of 25 to 700 
feet. He divided the youngest deposits into four 
distinct	sediment	packages:	older,	mostly	cemented	
river	alluvium;	the	Chemehuevis	Formation	based	
on the Chemehuevis Gravel of Lee (1908) (although 
by	1946,	Longwell	was	interpreting	these	deposits	as	
lacustrine);	young	terrace	alluvium;	and	deposits	of	
the	modern	floodplain.	

Following on the work of Longwell, the Lower 
Colorado River Project of the 1960s and early 1970s 
made major advances in our understanding of the 
stratigraphic	record	of	the	lower	Colorado	River	

Table 1. Data sources for historical channel location of Colorado River in the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle   
[Cadastral survey plats by the U.S. General Land Office (GLO, succeeded by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)) of the 
Blythe basin are first recorded in California from 1874, and in Arizona from 1917.  Because the Colorado River divides the two 
states, GLO maps accurately survey only the river edge of the state in which it was mapped.  Consequently, the 1874 river bank 
in Arizona and the 1917 river bank in California are uncertain.] 

Year Date of meander survey or image Data Type Source 

  

1858 January 17‒23 Geologic/topographic map U.S. War Department, Ives Expedition, (Egloffstein, typographer)  

1874 February 27; March 20; April 4  Cadastral plat map General Land Office Survey (Calloway) 

1902 1902‒1903 Topographic map U.S. Geological Survey, Colorado River Survey, sheet 11 of 20 

1917 January 31‒ February 19  Cadastral plat map General Land Office Survey (Kimmel) 

1930 June 24 Aerial photograph Fairchild Aerial Surveys for U.S. Department of Interior 

1938 April 26‒27 (8,650-9,780 cfs) Aerial photograph Bureau of Reclamation; acquired from Laura Norman (USGS) 

1948 July 12 (18,900 cfs)  
July 26 (20,000 cfs) Aerial photograph U.S. Geological Survey 

2014 June 14 (9,960 cfs; 1,940 cfs) Satellite imagery WorldView2 
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(Metzger	and	Loeltz,	1973;	
Metzger	and	others,	1973;	
Olmstead and others, 1973). 
The Lower Colorado River 
Project (LCRP) is the primary 
foundational	material	upon	
which subsequent studies 
and	stratigraphic	divisions	
have	been	based.	Metzger	
and others (1973) provide 
a comprehensive record 
of their studies of lower 
Colorado strata as part of 
an	exhaustive	evaluation	
of groundwater resources 
in	the	Parker-Blythe-Cibola	
area. These units include a 
Miocene fanglomerate, the 
Pliocene	Bouse	Formation,	
and the younger Colorado 
River and tributary alluvium. 
Metzger	and	others	(1973)	
divided the alluvium into 
older and younger packages 
and subdivided the older 
alluvium	into	five	units	
denoted by A through E and 
ascribed them to cycles of 
incision	and	aggradation.	
Surficial	deposits	on	the	
Blythe 7.5’ quadrangle 
floodplain	are	equivalent	
with the younger alluvium of 
Metzger	and	others	(1973).	

Recent work—The ‘LOCO 
Strata’
Recent work has built 
significantly	on	the	seminal	
work previously described. 
New geologic mapping and 
field	studies	have	elucidated	
important	stratigraphic	and	
geologic-process	relations	
and	identified	many	
previously unknown outcrops 
in the lower Colorado River 
corridor (LOCO) which have 
been informally named 
the ‘LOCO strata’ (recently 
summarized	in	House,	2016)	
(fig.	9).	These	efforts	have	

19171874 

a)  GLO / BLM cadastral surveys

b)  1902 USGS topographic map

Figure 4. Section of the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle near Ehrenberg, Arizona, showing transitory 
channel and floodplain locations from historical sources (1874 plat map; 1917 plat map; 
1902 topographic map). 
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Map area

20141930

BlytheBlythe

Figure 5.                    Aerial photography mosaic from 1930 and 
satellite imagery from 2014 showing Palo Verde and 
Cibola Valleys with the location of the Blythe 7.5' 
quadrangle. In 1930 the Colorado River is yet largely 
unregulated and cultivation is restricted to the area 
surrounding the town of Blythe. By 2014 the river 
is highly regulated and most of the floodplain is 
agricultural. 
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refined	the	map	extent	of	key	strata	in	many	areas	
(e.g.,	Crow	and	others,	2018;	Malmon	and	others,	
2009;	Howard	and	others,	2011;	Pearthree	and	
House,	2005;	Spencer	and	others,	2014;	Gootee	and	
others,	2016;	House	and	others,	2018);	improved	age	
constraints	on	some	units	(House	and	others,	2008;	
Lundstrom	and	others,	2008;	Malmon	and	others,	
2011);	and	identified	several	new	units	(e.g.,	House,	
2016). 

The ‘LOCO strata’ in the Blythe 7.5’ quadrangle 
consists	of:	the	Bouse	Formation	(only	present	in	
subsurface), the Bullhead Alluvium (Howard and 
others,	2015),	the	Chemehuevi	Formation	(Malmon	
and others, 2011), and the Blythe Alluvium (herein 
formally named). 

The	Bouse	Formation	(Metzger,	1968)	is	the	first	
deposit of Colorado River provenance in the river’s 
lower corridor. This thick series of carbonate and 
siliciclastic	deposits	is	associated	with	the	transition	
of a series of closed basins in the lower Colorado 
River corridor to a repository for deltaic sediments 
during	river	integration	(Pearthree	and	House,	2014).	
Although	the	Bouse	Formation	is	not	exposed	in	the	
Blythe	quadrangle,	it	is	identified	in	the	subsurface.	
Bouse	Formation	deposits	are	known	from	well	logs	
to extend to at least 200 m below sea level (pl. 1), and 
from	field-mapping	to	around	330	m	asl	(fig.	1)	in	the	
Blythe area (Spencer and others, 2008). Moreover, 
the	Blythe	basin	has	distinctly	more	voluminous,	
complex,	and	well-exposed	carbonate	deposits,	and	
more	extensive	nearshore	siliciclastic	deposits,	than	
the other lower Colorado River basins.

Following	the	integration	of	the	upper	and	lower	
Colorado	River	basins,	a	major	period	of	aggradation	
occurred during the early to middle Pliocene, when 
most	of	the	valley	was	filled	with	quartz-rich	sand	and	
exotic,	well-rounded	gravel	of	the	Bullhead	Alluvium	
(House	and	others,	2005;	Howard	and	others,	2015;	
Gootee and others, 2018). Only the lower to middle 
part of that sequence is included in the Blythe 
quadrangle, but there are excellent exposures along 
the	river	bluffs	and	incised	tributary	valleys.	

Another	major	period	of	river	aggradation	occurred	
during the late Pleistocene—recorded by the deposits 
of	the	Chemehuevi	Formation	(Malmon	et	al.,	2011).	
Deposits	from	this	aggradational	event	onlap	eroded	
Bullhead Alluvium and tributary deposits (Qi2u), and 
interfinger	with	late	Pleistocene	tributary	deposits	
(Qi3). 

The youngest member of the ‘LOCO strata’ was 
termed the alluvium of Blythe by House (2016) 
and corresponds to the ‘younger alluvium’ of 
Longwell	(1963)	and	Metzger	and	others	(1973).	The	
Blythe Alluvium records the most recent pulse of 
aggradation	during	the	Holocene	and	early	historical	
era.	Its	deposition	followed	the	global	climatic	
changes	of	the	Pleistocene-Holocene	transition	and	
it is the youngest sediment package that records 
the	evolution	of	the	lower	Colorado	River.	Its	
upper	surface	was	the	active	river	floodplain	until	
the regulatory era completely altered the river’s 
streamflow,	sediment	load,	and	mobility.

Other deposits exposed in the Blythe quadrangle
Most of the lower piedmont within the Blythe 
quadrangle is covered by a veneer of middle and late 
Quaternary alluvial fan, terrace, and channel deposits 
transported and emplaced by large tributary washes 
originating	in	the	Dome	Rock	and	Trigo	Mountains.	
Some of this sediment has been subsequently 
reworked by smaller tributary washes incised into 
older deposits, but Colorado River deposits underlie 
all of the eastern piedmont. 

There	is	evidence	for	substantially	thick	middle	to	late	
Quaternary	tributary	deposition	in	some	areas	(units	
Qi2, Qi2u),	where	aggradation	likely	filled	paleovalleys	
that had been eroded into the underlying river 
deposits (Bullhead Alluvium). Younger elements of 
unit Qi3 were graded to river terraces that formed 
after	the	maximum	Chemehuevi	aggradation.	Latest	
Pleistocene and younger deposits are at or near the 
floors	of	modern	valleys,	and	thus	were	graded	to	the	
river when it had incised close to or below its modern 
elevation.	Following	the	Chemehuevi	aggradation,	
a	series	of	curvilinear	fluvial	scarps	were	formed	by	
former	positions	of	the	river	floodplain	and	represent	
progressive	downcutting	of	the	river	into	older	
deposits, leaving older Chemehuevi deposits strathed 
above scarps. Chemehuevi deposits are commonly 
found	inset	and	abutted	against	these	scarps,	
sometimes	capped	by	tributary	alluvium	and	eolian	
sand sheets. 

General geomorphology of the Colorado River 
floodplain 
The	modern	Colorado	River	floodplain	is	nearly	10	
mi	(~16	km)	wide	in	the	area	of	the	Great	Colorado	
Valley that includes the Blythe 7.5’ quadrangle. The 
quadrangle spans approximately 6.5 mi (9.6 km) of 
that width. 
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The	floodplain	has	a	low-relief	
topographic	profile	across	the	
valley	floor	with	an	average	
elevation	of	approximately	
260	ft	(79	m)	in	the	map	area.	
Historical aerial photographs 
and recent satellite imagery 
show complexly overprinted or 
‘amalgamated’ meander belts 
and irregular paleochannel 
paths	spanning	the	entire	
floodplain	(e.g.	fig.	8).	The	
degree	of	amalgamation	of	
meander belts decreases 
toward the eastern margin of 
the	floodplain	in	the	map	area.	
The general clarity of palimpsest 
channel	patterns	suggests	
that the lower Colorado River 
has	swept	across	the	entire	
floodplain	in	the	late	to	latest	
Holocene	(fig.	5)	and	its	activity	
has been focused along the 
eastern	edge	of	the	floodplain	
in the Blythe area since at least 
1861.	Regulation	of	streamflow	
and	riverbank	fortification	in	the	
modern era has subsequently 
anchored the river into this 
configuration.	The	floodplain	
is	now	artificially	recharged	by	
water diverted from the river 
with any excess returned via 
drains (Leake and others, 2013). 
Despite the vast agricultural 
fields	that	mantle	the	modern	
floodplain,	some	relict	alluvial	
forms remain. Channel changes 
imprinted	on	the	floodplain	
surface are mapped and 
documented in this study with 
the aid of historical maps and 
imagery.	However,	continuing	
human	use	of	the	floodplain	
is steadily erasing the natural 
signature and the present 
river morphology is largely of 
anthropogenic origin.

Historical accounts of the 
Great Colorado Valley describe 
an unstable, wandering 

a)  1930 USBR aerial photography

b)  1938 USBR aerial photography

Figure 6. Section of the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle near Ehrenberg, Arizona, showing transitory 
channel and floodplain locations from historical sources (1930 and 1938 aerial photogra-
phy mosaics). 
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channel amidst sloughs, 
lagoons, and sand hills with 
groves of mesquite, willow, 
and	cottonwood.	Historical	
accounts and rare photographs 
of	the	Colorado	River	in	flood	
(e.g., Mueller and Marsh, 2002) 
indicate	inundation	could	span	
at least 5 kilometers. Archival 
sources	examined	in	preparation	
of this map show that the bed of 
the	pre-regulatory	era	channel	
could span more than 1.5 km 
after	major	floods.	

Channel planform 
characteristics
Evaluation	of	historical	and	
modern images of the lower 
Colorado	River	floodplain	
show that the river frequently 
formed complex meander belts 
and channels that migrated 
irregularly,	sometimes	abruptly,	
across	it.	Intricate	cross-
cutting,	overprinting,	and	
various degrees of burial by 
overbank deposits has created 
a complex, amalgamated and 
palimpsest mosaic of meander 
and	floodplain	elements.	
Historical photos also reveal 
that the unregulated Colorado 
River channel could adopt a 
variable	or	‘composite’	pattern	of	
meandering, dispersed braiding, 
and	abrupt	width	variations.	
It	may	be	best	characterized	
as	a	hybrid	configuration	of	
an	intermittently	braided	and	
meandering	pattern,	or	a	
channel-in-channel	arrangement	
(Graf, 1988a) in which a wider, 
more braided channel tract 
with	shallow	overflow	channels	
contains	a	single-thread	
meandering channel or a narrow 
moderately braided channel 
that	follows	a	large-scale	and	
relatively	low	sinuosity	meander	
pattern.	The	latter	is	shown	on	
historical topographic maps 

a)  1948 USGS aerial photography

b)  2014 WorldView-2 satellite imagery 

Figure 7. Section of the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle near Ehrenberg, Arizona, showing transitory 
channel and floodplain locations from historical sources (1948 aerial photography 
mosaic and WorldView-2 satellite imagery). 
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(1902) of the river channel in Mohave Valley (near the 
city	of	Needles,	see	fig.	2)	upstream	of	this	map	area.	

This	composite	and	variable	channel	pattern	may	
also	reflect	sequencing	of	alternatingly	high	and	low	
flow	events	(e.g.,	Graf,	1981,	1988b).	The	relationship	
between	discharge	and	channel	characteristics	is	
time-dependent	and	the	sequence	scale	of	earlier	
fluvial	events	can	strongly	affect	subsequent	channel	

configurations.	For	example,	sustained	periods	of	
relatively	low	flow	may	form	channels	unable	to	
accommodate	a	succeeding	high-flow	which	alters	
the	process-morphology	relationship	once	again.	
Streamflow	records	of	the	lower	Colorado	indicate	
that	some	large	floods	passed	through	the	map	area	
in	the	early-historical,	pre-regulatory	era.	The	more	
recent archival datasets correspond to the period 

1930 channel

1902 channel

1874 floodplain

1917 floodplain

1858 channel1938 channel

1948 channel

Alluvium

2014 channel

Arizona piedmont

EXPLANATION

Figure 8. Map of the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle showing transitory channel and shoreline locations from historical sources (see 
Table 1). The delineation of the Blythe Alluvium was derived from mapping the channel migration history.  
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when	the	flow	magnitudes	and	relative	variability	
were	severely	suppressed.	Better	understanding	of	
the complex behavior of the lower Colorado River 
in	response	to	changing	fluvial	regimes	associated	
with an array of possible drivers is a goal of further 
research.

Influence of Changing Streamflow and Sediment 
Availability on the Morphology of the Lower 
Colorado River
Floods and sediment loads are important factors 
in	shaping	river	channels	and	floodplains.	Large	
floods	can	impact	changes	in	channel	geometry	
and	planform	that	influence	channel	behavior	for	
10s	to	100s	of	years	or	more.	This	is	particularly	
true	for	wide	floodplains	like	that	of	the	lower	
Colorado	where	abrupt	channel	shifts	can	relocate	
channels	by	miles	in	single	large	flood	events.	It	is	
likely	that	effects	from	large	floods	in	the	late	1800s	
and	early	1900s	left	significant	geologic	imprints	
on	the	floodplain	in	the	Blythe	7.5’	quadrangle	that	
are recorded in our mapping. Channel changes in 
response	to	natural	streamflow	processes	and	to	
highly	controlled	streamflow	and	sediment	depletion	
are	primary	factors	in	the	development	and	evolution	
of the Colorado River in the historical period. 

Brief History of Flow Regulation and Sediment 
Depletion
Significant	alteration	of	the	river’s	hydrologic	and	
sedimentologic regime has severely limited, and in 
many	places	eliminated,	the	river’s	connection	with	
its	floodplain.	In	the	post-regulatory	era,	the	river	
reach in the Blythe quadrangle has mostly narrowed 
and incised. The bulk of the river’s length in the Great 
Colorado Valley occupies an engineered channel that 
is	inset	into	pre-regulatory	deposits.

Regulation	of	Colorado	River	flow	in	the	Great	
Colorado Valley started slowly in the late 19th century 
but began in earnest early in the 20th, marking the 
transition	from	a	natural	river	to	a	resource	controlled	
to	meet	human	needs.	The	first	Colorado	River	water	
rights in the area were established in 1877 by Thomas 
H. Blythe, the town’s namesake. Work on an ensuing 
irrigation	system	halted	in	1883	with	his	death.	
Eventually,	economic	pressure	from	effects	of	annual	
flood	damages	stimulated	the	organized	management	
of	irrigation	and	drainage	in	the	1920s.	The	Palo	
Verde	Irrigation	District	(PVID)	was	formed	as	a	result.	
PVID	managed	levee	construction	in	Palo	Verde	Valley	
and	(eventually)	erection	of	the	Palo	Verde	Diversion	
Dam	~	16	km	(10	mi)	upstream	of	Blythe	to	deliver	
irrigation	water.	

Bullhead
Alluvium

Alluvium of
Palo Verde Mesa

pre-Colorado River
deposits

ancestral
Colorado River
deposits

Chemehuevi
Formation

Riverside
alluvium

Blythe
Alluvium

Bouse 
Formation

older
bedrock

fanglomerate
axial-basin

deposits

Figure 9. The 'LOCO Strata' (House, 2016; House and others, 2018; this study) chronicle the inception and 
evolution of the lower Colorado River over approximately the last 5.3 m.y.
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The early developments in Palo Verde Valley are 
linked to the Colorado River Compact of 1921 which 
authorized	seven	states	to	negotiate	“equitable	
division	and	apportionment	of	the	waters	of	the	
Colorado River System.” The compact was revised 
in 1928 with the Boulder Canyon Project Act and 
approved	by	congress	in	1929.	After	Hoover	Dam	
became	operational	in	1935,	downstream	flooding	
and delivery of sediment from the watershed 
upstream of the dam was virtually eliminated. The 
completion	of	Hoover	Dam	ended	natural	flow	on	
the lower Colorado River, and subsequent dams 
constructed downstream and upstream have further 

depleted	and	modified	streamflow	and	sediment	
transport.	This	had	a	profound	effect	on	the	river.	
The geomorphic response of the Colorado River prior 
to	regulation	was	strongly	dependent	on	conditions	
well upstream, and foremost among these were the 
volume of incoming water and sediment.

Reservoirs	on	the	Colorado	River	have	drastically	
reduced	its	peak	flows	and	incoming	sediment.	
Extensive	bank	fortification	efforts	along	10s	of	miles	
of the channel have also altered sediment transport 
and	flow	behavior.	Collectively,	these	measures	
have severely curtailed downstream sediment 
transport	and	overbank	flow,	excepting	extraordinary	
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of the graph. Black tapered bars indicate the completion date of dams that regulate river flow upstream of Blythe. Hydrologic variables shown on the graph 
include: monthly mean discharge in Black Canyon ('below Hoover Dam') prior to closure (light blue), the post-dam monthly mean flow below Parker Dam 
(red), and reconstructed monthly mean flow values for Black Canyon (grey). Annual peak discharge estimates greater than 100,000 ft3/s are shown as dark 
blue bars. 
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circumstances	(e.g.,	floods	associated	with	a	large	
dam	release	in	1983).	Disruption	of	the	natural	flow	
regime	and	sediment	starvation	created	by	dams	
are	well	documented	to	have	profoundly	affected	
downstream channel response and the downstream 
hydraulic and geomorphic processes (e.g., Andrews, 
1986;	Graf,	1980;	Lagasse,	1981;	Williams,	1978;	
Williams	and	Wolman,	1984).	Potential	downstream	
responses	of	a	channel	to	dam	operation	include	
channel-bed	degradation	and	aggradation,	channel	
width	narrowing	or	fluctuation,	and	channel	
straightening. 

An	exhaustive	study	on	sediment	in	Lake	Mead	
was	undertaken	by	the	USGS	in	January	1948	and	
completed	late	in	1950.	It	reports	that	an	estimated	
2 billion metric tons of sediment accumulated in the 
lake during the 14 years following closure of Hoover 
Dam (Smith and others, 1960). According to Smith 
and others (1960) records of the suspended sediment 
load at Grand Canyon (09402500) between 1926–33 
show that the river carried a comparable amount of 
sediment	past	the	Grand	Canyon	station.	During	this	
interval, the river’s rapidly growing delta advanced 40 
river miles into the lake. 

Streamflow	below	Hoover	Dam,	recorded	since	1906,	
was reduced precipitously when storage began at 
Lake	Mead	in	February	1935	(fig.	10).	Additional	
damming of the Colorado River downstream from 
Hoover followed in 1938 (Parker Dam) and 1950 
(Davis	Dam),	further	altering	the	fluvial	regime	and	
eliminating	all	but	local	sediment	sources	to	the	
river,	including	its	pre-regulation	floodplain.	The	Palo	
Verde Diversion Dam, nearest upstream to the Blythe 
quadrangle,	became	operational	in	1957,	although	a	
large	rock	weir	was	built	at	same	location	in	1945.	The	
dam	stands	14.3	m	(47	ft)	above	the	riverbed	which	
has	a	suppressive	effect	on	river	incision	upstream	of	
the dam and enhances erosion on the downstream 
side.	The	latter	is	minimized	somewhat	by	the	
diversion	of	large	quantities	of	water	from	the	river	
channel, some of which is returned by agricultural 
drains	farther	downstream.	Channelization	of	the	
river downstream of the diversion dam began in May 
1962 and was completed in September 1968 to fully 
constrain an already severely restricted river.

Records of lower Colorado River Floods
The	natural	flood	regime	of	most	of	the	length	of	the	
lower	Colorado	River	is	dominated	by	high-volume	
snowmelt-driven	floods	in	the	late	Spring	and	early	
Summer.	An	important	exception	is	from	Yuma,	

Arizona	at	the	confluence	of	the	Gila	River.	The	flood	
regime	of	the	Gila	River	includes	exceptional	floods	in	
the	winter	from	rain-on-snow	events	and	in	the	late	
summer-early	fall	from	tropical	storm	incursions—
each	of	which	have	caused	significant	floods	on	the	
Colorado upstream from Yuma (e.g., Hirschboeck, 
1985;	House	and	Hirschboeck,	1997).	The	frequency	
and	timing	of	flooding	at	Yuma,	then,	is	considerably	
more diverse than points immediately upstream, 
including Blythe, California. 

The	record	of	large	floods	along	the	lower	Colorado	
River extends back to the 1860s (Smith and Heckler, 
1955). Published records from Yuma extend to 1878 
with	anecdotal	accounts	about	prior	large	floods	
extending to 1867. Records for the Colorado River 
at	Topock,	Arizona	include	an	exceptionally	large	
estimated	value	reported	in	Smith	and	Heckler	
(1955)	that	is	attributed	to	measurements	by	Lt.	Eric	
Bergland on 1862 highwater marks as reported in 
Wheeler (1876). That year saw an unprecedented 
winter	flood	event	associated	with	major	rain	and	
rain-on-snow	flooding	in	California,	Oregon,	and	
Nevada.	The	timing	of	the	1862	flood	on	the	Colorado	
River is not reported. The peak discharge of an 
exceptionally	large	flood	at	Topock	on	July	10,	1884	is	
from	an	estimate	made	at	Lees	Ferry	more	than	140	
miles	upstream.	It	is	certain	a	large	flood	occurred,	
but its magnitude at Topock is highly uncertain and 
would likely be lower than at Lees Ferry given the lack 
of	significant	high-elevation	tributary	input	and	the	
inevitable	peak	flow	attenuation	by	high	volumes	of	
floodplain-storage	in	the	large	alluvial	valleys	of	the	
lower Colorado River corridor. 

The	series	of	large	floods	on	the	lower	Colorado	River	
is	likely	to	have	generated	significant	geomorphic	
change	along	the	river.	Thus,	these	flood	events	or	
sequences	of	events	are	likely	to	be	more	realistic	
boundaries for unit ages than are the dates of aerial 
and land surveys (archival materials), but the dates 
of	some	flood	events	remain	uncertain	with	respect	
to	specific	years.	We	have	illustrated	this	concept	in	
figures	10	and	11	showing	the	timeline	of	various	
floods,	dam	construction,	and	geologic	units	from	the	
floodplain.	
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Endnotes

 1 In contemporary terminology the “Great 
Colorado Valley” or “Colorado Valley” is subdivided into 
the Cibola, Palo Verde, and Parker Valleys based on natural 
partitions	created	by	the	river’s	course	through	the	greater	
valley	(fig.	1).	In	this	parlance,	the	Blythe	7.5’	quadrangle	
is mostly in Palo Verde Valley, but includes a small part of 
Parker Valley near the northeast corner of the map.
 2  The	Chemehuevi	Formation	as	defined	in	
accordance with current nomenclatural guidelines (NACSN, 
2005) by Malmon and others (2011) is used herein.
 3  Estimated	values	based	on	measuring	
perpendicular	to	the	valley’s	orientation	which	trends	SSW.
 4  Amalgamation	refers	to	areas	where	the	
overprinting	of	channel	patterns	is	too	complex	to	
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confidently	identify	individual	tracts,	but	morphologic	
components	of	multiple	cross-cutting	tracts	are	
identifiable.
 5  Water management history comes from the Palo 
Verde	Irrigation	District	webpage:	http://www.pvid.org/
history.aspx
 6 Additional	sources	of	sediment	enter	the	
Colorado River via tributaries downstream from the gage.
 7 An earlier, somewhat ad hoc diversion dam had 
been	built	at	the	same	location	between	1938	and	1948,	
but	the	characteristics	of	the	dam,	other	than	a	large	‘pile	
of rocks’ is not known.
 8 The Gila accounts for 25% of the lower 
Colorado’s	entire	drainage	area.
 9 Mueller	and	March	(2002)	attribute	this	value	
to	Wheeler	(1876)	and	it	is	mentioned	in	a	footnote	about	
measurements of high water marks made by Lt. Eric 
Bergland presumed to be from 1862.
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DESCRIPTION OF MAP UNITS

We	relied	primarily	on	the	principle	of	cross-cutting	
relations	and	morphostratigraphic	interpretation	to	
differentiate	floodplain	and	channel	map	units	by	
relative	age.	Cross-cutting	relations	among	channel	
tracts	and	meander-belts	are	easily	recognized	in	
historical aerial imagery, but less easily if at all from 
surveys	of	the	channel	and	floodplain.	Confidence	
in	delineation	of	individual	tracts	other	than	the	
youngest in aerial imagery decreases with increasing 
age of the features owing to persistent channel 
migration,	overbank	deposition,	and	agricultural	land	
use.	Morphostratigraphic	interpretation	focuses	on	
identifying	mappable	geologic	features	or	elements	
that	have	distinctive	geomorphic	features	such	as	
floodplains,	meander	scrolls,	channels,	and	bars.	
These	features	are	recognizable	from	aerial	imagery	
and	result	from	fluvial	processes	associated	with	
generally	predictable	lithological	characteristics.	
This	is	particularly	true	where	well	data	or	specific	
historical accounts about the river are available. 
Descriptions	of	the	map	units	include	geomorphic	
and	inferred	or	observed	lithologic	properties.	Some	
of the key units were sampled and described in the 
field	to	bolster	their	description.	Good	exposures	and	
land access are limited in the map area and sample 
locations	were	chosen	using	satellite	imagery.	We	
also relied on lithologic well logs to improve our 
understanding	of	the	subsurface	stratigraphy	and	
chronology	(fig.	12).	Few	vertical	exposures	were	
available to determine possible sedimentological 
differences	between	the	Blythe	Alluvium	(here	
formally named) or the modern alluvial units, but 
observations	were	consistent	with	expectations	based	
on	aerial	photo	interpretation	and	from	well-log	
descriptions.

Miscellaneous Units

d—Disturbed ground—Developed area of 
Ehrenburg,	Interstate	10,	and	other	areas	modified	
by	human	activity	to	extent	that	precludes	
recognition	of	surficial	geomorphic	characteristics.

Qe—Eolian sand dune deposits (Holocene)—
Quartz-rich	sand	deposits	forming	relatively	small	
dunes and associated sand sheets. Minor amounts 
of silt and clay are associated with more stable parts 
of dunes. Dune crests trend generally SE and NW 
and have up to 6 m of relief.

Qsi—Sand sheet deposits (Pleistocene to 
Holocene)—Laterally extensive sand deposits, with 
minor gravel, silt, and clay. Includes small, low dunes 
less than 3 to 4 m in height. Percent coverage of 
sand is variable, but typically is >50 percent. Includes 
areas of gravel lag and eroded alluvial fan deposits 
underlying map unit Qi2.

Piedmont Alluvium

Piedmont	deposits	from	relatively	large	tributary	
washes	and	fans	originating	in	the	Dome	Rock	and	
Trigo Mountains are found along the eastern margin 
of	the	floodplain	in	the	Blythe	quadrangle.	Over	the	
past few million years these systems have supplied 
the sediment that covers most of the piedmont, 
graded	to	former	positions	of	the	Colorado	River	
floodplain	during	aggradational	episodes.	Some	of	
this sediment has been subsequently reworked by 
younger tributary washes incised into older deposits. 
Most of the lower piedmont within the Blythe 
quadrangle is covered by a veneer of middle and 
late Quaternary alluvial fan, terrace, and channel 
deposits. In many cases, these tributary deposits 
truncate	and	partially	expose	older	Colorado	
River	siliciclastic	deposits.		In	other	cases,	late	
Pleistocene Colorado River deposits abut and overlie 
many remnant alluvial fan sediments, commonly 
deposited	against	fluvial	scarps.

The piedmont units were divided and mapped based 
on	geologic	criteria	including	cross-cutting	and	inset	
stratigraphic	relations	among	individual	piedmont	
units and with ancestral Colorado River deposits. 
Mapping of the piedmont tributary deposits also 
relied	on	interpretation	of	the	extent	and	degree	of	
time-dependent	characteristics	of	surface	change	
and soil development. Geomorphic criteria include: 
degree	of	alteration	or	smoothing	of	primary	
depositional	topography	and	related	processes	
of	gravel	pavement	formation	and	clast-varnish	
development. 

Qy3—Deposits of active channels, low terraces and 
bars (Holocene, recent)—Piedmont gravel, sand 
and	silt	deposits	located	along	active	drainages,	
including channels, adjacent gravel bars and low 
terraces,	and	broader	distributary	multi-channel	
expansion reaches. Qy3	deposits	are	poorly-sorted	
and unconsolidated. Gravel clasts are not varnished 
unless reworked from older deposits, and soil 
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development	is	minimal.	Vegetation	consists	of	
desert trees including palo verde, ironwood, and 
mesquite. 

Qy2—Deposits of low fan terraces and active 
alluvial fans (Holocene)—Gravel, sand, and silt 
deposits forming low terraces and small alluvial 
fans,	located	primarily	along	the	flanks	of	active	
washes inset into Pleistocene alluvial deposits. Some 
Qy2 deposits comprise extensive low relief alluvial 
terraces in broad valley reaches. These deposits 
are unconsolidated to very weakly consolidated 
sediments,	poorly	sorted	with	sub-rounded	to	sub-
angular pebble to cobble bars on the surface and 
beds	and	lenses	in	cross	section.	Topographically	
low areas commonly are covered by thin mantles 
of silt and clay. Soil development is minimal. 
Vegetation	includes	desert	trees	and	shrubs.	Single	
deposit	on	floodplain	likely	from	tributary	drainage	
down Mohave Wash. Cadastral map of 1874 
shows	“swamp	and	overflowed	land”	with	channel	
dissecting	northwest	half	of	mapped	deposit	west	
of the river. In 1902 and 1917 the river is west of the 
mapped deposit. Earliest aerial photo (1930) shows 
distinct	fan-like	form.

Qy1—Deposits of low fan terraces and young relict 
alluvial fans (Holocene)—Gravel, sand, silt and clay 
deposits forming relict alluvial fans and terraces 
along larger piedmont drainages. Qy1 deposits are 
composed of silt to pebbles in swales, and lightly to 
moderately varnished pebbles to small boulders in 
bars. These deposits are generally located on the 
margins	of	incised	valleys	away	from	the	more	active	
parts	of	the	drainage	systems,	and	typically	are	1-2m	
above	adjacent	active	washes,	and	partially	overlie	
Pleistocene and Pliocene deposits in some areas. 
Vegetation	includes	sparse,	relatively	small	desert	
riparian	trees,	shrubs	including	creosote	and	cacti.	

Qi4—Youngest intermediate alluvial fan and 
terrace deposits (Pleistocene)—Gravelly deposits 
in low terraces and relict alluvial fans along larger 
piedmont drainages. Deposits consist of pebbles, 
cobble, small boulders, sand, silt, and clay. Moderate 
varnish	on	clasts,	weak	to	moderate	undulating	
desert	pavements,	but	not	as	tight	as	Qi3. Soil 
development includes very slight reddening and 
visible	carbonate	accumulations.	Vegetation	is	
sparse and concentrated along slightly incised small 
drainageways.

Qi3—Intermediate alluvial fan and terrace deposits 
(Pleistocene)—Very poorly sorted deposits including 
pebbles, cobbles, sand, with minor silt and clay, and 
locally bouldery, forming laterally extensive relict 
alluvial	fans	and	terraces.	Surfaces	are	typically	1-5	
m above adjacent Holocene deposits and vary from 
undulating	to	very	smooth.	Desert	pavements	are	
moderately to strongly developed and rock varnish 
is	quite	dark.	Locally,	multiple	levels	of	surfaces	are	
grouped together, and some latest Pleistocene (Qi4) 
deposits are included in this unit. Soil development 
is moderate, with slight reddening, minor clay 
accumulation,	calcic	horizon	development	of	stage	
II-III.	Qi3 surfaces are graded to the highest level of 
late	Pleistocene	Chemehuevi	Formation	deposits	or	
younger inset river surfaces.

Qi2u—Intermediate deposits beneath Chemehuevi 
Formation (Pleistocene)—Intermediate to young 
fan	deposits	composed	of	locally-derived	gravel	
and	sand.	This	unit	is	younger	than	high-standing	
Qi2	deposits	and	pre-dates	unit	Qch	river	terrace	
deposits	but	are	interfingered	with	older	Qch	
deposits. We interpret Qi2u to be generally coeval 
with	the	main	Chemehuevi	aggradation	event,	
although	it	may	be	older	than	Qch	in	some	localities.

Qi2—Older intermediate alluvial fan and terrace 
deposits (Pleistocene)—Poorly sorted pebbles, 
cobbles, sand, some boulders, and minor silt 
and clay associated with moderately dissected 
remnant	terraces	~5-20	m	above	active	washes.	
Highest Qch deposits around 135 m overlie Qi2 
lag surface remnants, followed by Qi2 deposits 
capping highest Qch deposits. Rock varnish and 
pavement development is variable, quite strong on 
well-preserved	surfaces	and	moderate	to	weak	on	
more eroded surfaces. Soils are obviously reddened 
beneath pavements, and carbonate rinds are 
moderately	thick.	Vegetation	is	sparse;	bushes	and	
small trees are concentrated along small drainages.

Qi1—Oldest intermediate alluvial fan and terrace 
deposits (Pleistocene)—Poorly sorted pebbles, 
cobbles,	sand,	and	minor	silt	and	clay	identified	in	
one	polygon	in	the	southern	portion	of	the	map	
and associated with extensively dissected remnant 
terraces	~30-35	m	above	active	washes.	This	deposit	
may also be related to the Palo Verde Alluvium 
of House and others (2018). Also shown in cross 
section	BB'.	
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Colorado River Alluvium

The Blythe 7.5' quadrangle spans a large swath of 
the	Colorado	River	floodplain.	The	floodplain	is	
a	composite	package	of	a	series	of	cross-cutting	
Holocene	channel	belts	flanked	by	coeval	floodplain,	
or	overbank	deposits.	The	Holocene	floodplain	
is clearly demarcated by prominent scarps cut 
in older deposits along its outer margins. The 
youngest deposits of the lower Colorado River 
corridor	(LOCO),	the	Blythe	Alluvium,	reflects	the	
last	pulse	of	aggradation	and	extensive	channel	
meandering	and	migration	on	the	floodplain	during	
the Holocene (House, 2016). It makes up the bulk of 
the	floodplain.	

Historical courses of the Colorado River are inferred 
from preserved meander scars and channel tracts 
on	the	valley	floor.	These	features	are	evident	on	
aerial photography and survey maps constructed 
prior	to	regulation	of	streamflow.	The	modern	
floodplain	is	characterized	by	a	particularly	complex	
pattern	of	channel	and	overflow	deposits.	Most	
of	the	channel	change	on	the	pre-regulatory	river	
floodplain	in	the	period	of	1858	to	1938	is	confined	
to	a	2-5-kilometer-wide	swath	near	the	eastern	edge	
of	the	floodplain.

The	historical	Colorado	River	floodplain	has	been	
significantly	modified	by	lateral	erosion	and	
anthropogenic	alteration,	so	our	mapping	was	
completed by analysis of recent satellite imagery 
(2014), historical aerial photography (1930, 1938, 
1948), historical topographic maps (1902), cadastral 
survey maps (1874, 1917), and earliest Colorado 
River	(1858)	maps.	Channel-belt	deposits	in	the	
Blythe 7.5' quadrangle comprise six map units. 
Colorado River meander deposits, which include 
overbank	and	channel	alluvium,	consist	of	fine	
sand, silt, and clay with coarser sands and gravels. 
Channel	deposit	ages	refer	to	the	wetted	channel	
and	are	tied	to	aerial	photography	acquisition	dates	
which	mostly	correspond	to	low	flow	periods.	
The	relative	ages	of	map	units	are	based	on	cross-
cutting	relations	and	the	reported	ages	are	based	
on	the	time-series	of	archival	data	sources	used	
for	mapping.	The	specific	time	intervals	provided	
by the archival data are likely longer than the age 
represented by the actual alluvial deposits. It is likely 
that	extremely	large	flood	events	or	sequences	of	
large	flood	events	occurring	between	the	dates	of	
archival	source	materials	are	more	representative	

of maximum ages of the intervening deposits. This 
is	illustrated	schematically	in	figure	10	which	shows	
the	relative	stratigraphic	succession	in	relation	to	
dates	of	archival	data,	major	floods,	and	significant	
regulatory events. Uncertainty in maximum ages 
of	units	in	association	with	large	flood	events	are	
illustrated with color gradient. Figure 11 provides 
a	more	standard	representation	of	the	correlation	
of	map	units	and	includes	a	detailed	timeline	of	
archival	data,	floods,	and	regulatory	events.	Cross-
section	CC'	illustrates	the	stratigraphic	relations	
among the key Colorado River units shown on the 
Blythe quadrangle.

Channel Deposits of the Modern, Regulated 
Colorado River

This group of units includes all Colorado River 
deposits	that	have	been	confidently	identified	as	
post-Hoover	Dam	era	deposits.	The	completion	of	
Hoover	Dam	and	its	effects	on	river	morphology	
have created an engineered river system that is 
distinct	enough	from	the	prior	natural	state	of	the	
river to exclude them from the Blythe Alluvium. 

Qcyr3—Active channel deposits (Holocene, 
recent)—Deposits	under	the	active	Colorado	
River	channel	which	is	now	mostly	confined	by	
rip-rap	and	artificial	levees.	Includes	mostly	water,	
subaqueous	sand	bars,	and	possible	fine-gravelly	
bedforms.	'Active'	channel	is	up	to	0.35	km	wide	
in	short,	unconfined	reach	a	few	km	north	of	the	
quad. In that short reach the channel has a variable 
meander wavelength of about 1.3 to about 3 km. 
This	interval	includes	the	construction	of	most	
regulatory structures on the river (dams, diversions, 
channelization,	some	wetland	remediation).	Partly	
equivalent	to	Qycr	(active	Colorado	River	channel	
deposits)	of	Gootee	and	others	(2016),	fw	(flowing	
water) of Malmon and others (2009), and Qcrc 
(active	river	channel	deposits)	of	Pearthree	and	
House (2005). 

Qcyb3—Active channel bars and emergent bars 
(Holocene, recent)—Mid-channel	bars	in	active	
channel. Composed of sand and possibly minor 
amounts	of	fine	gravel.	May	include	coarser	
sediments	in	proximity	to	junctions	with	tributary	
washes. 
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Qcyr2—Youngest inactive channel deposits 
(Holocene, 1948)—Relative	stratigraphic	age	is	
restricted to date of aerial photography and shows 
location	of	wetted	channel	of	Colorado	River	in	
1948 that has not been overprinted by subsequent 
channel	migration.	Poorly-sorted,	sub-rounded,	fine-	
to	medium-grained,	light	yellowish-brown	sand	with	
~20%	coarser	grained	lithic	component.

Qcyb2—Youngest channel bars and emergent bars 
(Holocene, 1948)—Mid-channel	bars	or	bank-
attached	bars	of	1948	channel.	Composed	of	sand	
and	possibly	minor	amounts	of	fine	gravel.	May	
include	coarser	sediments	in	proximity	to	junctions	
with tributary washes. 

Qcy2—Youngest alluvial deposits (Holocene, 
1938-1948)—Point bar deposits of 1938 channel 
or	marginal	bar	of	1948	channel.	Active	backwater	
channels currently occupy the 1948 mainstem 
channel and related sand bar deposits. Determined 
from 1948 aerial photos and 2014 satellite 
imagery.	This	interval	includes	some	construction	
of regulatory structures on the river (Parker Dam, 
temporary weir in Palo Verde Valley). Not visited in 
field.

Qcyr1—Younger inactive channel deposits 
(Holocene, 1938)—Relative	stratigraphic	age	is	
restricted to date of aerial photography and shows 
location	of	wetted	channel	of	Colorado	River	in	
1938 that has not been overprinted by subsequent 
channel	migration.	Unit	interpreted	as	part	of	the	
early	response	of	the	river	to	stringent	regulation	
of water and sediment upstream by Hoover Dam. 
Partly	equivalent	to	Qyar	(historical	(pre-regulation)	
Colorado River channel deposits) of Gootee and 
others (2016), Qc3ch	(post-Hoover	Dam	channel	
deposits	(1935-1953))	of	Malmon	and	others	(2009),	
and Qcr2	(historical	floodplain	deposits)	of	Pearthree	
and House (2005).

Qcyb1—Younger channel bars and emergent bars 
(Holocene, 1938)—Mid-channel	bars	or	bank-
attached	bars	of	1938	channel.	Composed	of	sand	
and	possibly	minor	amounts	of	fine	gravel.	May	
include	coarser	sediments	in	proximity	to	junctions	
with tributary washes. 

Blythe Alluvium 

The Blythe Alluvium, here formally named, includes 
all Holocene Colorado River deposits that predate 
Hoover	Dam	and	thus	predates	most	efforts	at	
channel	diversion	in	the	Blythe	area.	The	effects	
of	Hoover	Dam	on	streamflow	and	sediment	
delivery from the upper watershed created a 
very	different	river,	depleted	of	streamflow	and	
sediment. The total thickness of the Blythe Alluvium 
is approximately 35 m and radiocarbon dates from 
sediment cores near that level date to approximately 
8,800 cal. yr. B.P. (Appendix 1). The surface of the 
Blythe	Alluvium	forms	most	of	the	floor	of	the	Great	
Colorado Valley and the upper part of the alluvial 
package across the extent of the valley is likely late 
Holocene, based on archival data and geomorphic 
properties	(see	details	in	Appendix	1).	

Qcb6—Alluvial deposits of the early Modern era 
(Holocene, 1930–1938)—This unit includes Colorado 
River deposits emplaced during the interval between 
1930	and	1938,	excluding	the	active	1938	channel.	
This	time	period	includes	the	construction	and	
completion	of	Hoover	Dam	in	1935	and	the	filling	of	
Lake	Mead	between	1935	and	1941.	This	distinction	
of Qcb6 from unit Qcr1 (river terrace deposits of 
Pearthree	and	House,	2005)	assumes	that	the	active	
channel in the 1938 aerial photographs has incised 
into	the	youngest	pre-dam	deposits.	Mapping	of	
these	deposits	is	based	on	interpretation	of	the	
1930 and 1938 aerial photographs. Qcb6 surfaces are 
about	3	meters	above	the	active	river	channel.

Qcbr5—Young historical channel deposits 
(Holocene, 1930)—Wetted	Colorado	River	channel	
in	1930	(June	24).	In	1930	aerial	photos,	active	
channel	appears	barren	of	vegetation.	Channel	
width	varies	significantly	from	as	much	as	1.8	km	
in broad expansion reaches with large expansion 
bars to less than 300 m where the river impinges on 
banks formed in older deposits and where it passes 
under the old Ehrenberg Bridge. Remnants of this 
unit	include	point	bar	deposits	on	river	right	to	~3	
m	above	modern	channel	of	poorly-sorted,	sub-
rounded,	fine-	to	medium-grained,	quartz-rich	pale	
brown	pebbly	sand	with	quartz,	chert,	and	granite	
clasts and containing abundant 1Corbicula sp. (a 
nonindigenous freshwater clam).  Above point bar 
deposits	~1	m	of	mostly	cobble-sized	granitic	clasts.	
Partly equivalent to Qc2ch	(pre-Hoover	Dam	channel	
deposits (prehistoric through 1935) of Malmon and 
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others	(2009)	and	Qymr	(Colorado	River	meander-
belt deposits) and Qysr (Colorado River splay 
deposits) of Gootee and others (2016).  

Qcbb5—Young historical bars and emergent bars 
(Holocene, 1930)—Mid-channel	bars	or	bank-
attached	bars	of	1930	channel.	Composed	of	sand	
and	possibly	minor	amounts	of	fine	gravel.	May	
include	coarser	sediments	in	proximity	to	junctions	
with tributary washes. 

Qcb5—Young historical alluvial deposits (Holocene, 
1917-1930)—Channel	and	floodplain	alluvium	
deposited between 1917 and 1930. Cuts 1874 and 
1902 channels as well as unit Qcb4. Deposits include 
sediments and morphological features of a sequence 
of	relatively	large	floods	between	1917	and	1929.	
This	includes	high-flow	channel	tracts,	bars,	and	
crevasse splays. 

Qcbr4—Intermediate historical channel deposits 
(Holocene, 1917)—Information	regarding	the	wetted	
channel in 1917 is unavailable. Age range and 
eastern extent of channel deposits is constrained 
by	1917	cadastral	survey	of	Arizona	channel	bank	
and 1930 aerial photographs. Its western extent is 
inferred	from	interpretation	of	1902	topographic	
map. This same interval corresponds to a series 
of	8	floods	in	excess	of	100,000	ft3/s (2,832 m3/s). 
Consequently, unit includes composite channel 
deposits	from	the	interval	of	1917-1930.	Poorly-
sorted,	sub-rounded,	yellowish-brown	very	
fine-grained	sand,	with	~35%	lithic	component.	
Abundant woody debris.

Qcb4—Intermediate historical alluvial deposits 
(Holocene, 1902-1917)—Channel	and	floodplain	
alluvium deposited between 1902 and 1917. Cuts 
1874 and 1902 channels. Extent and character 
inferred from 1930 imagery. Composite unit 
containing	multiple	cross-cutting	channels	that	are	
likely	to	reflect	a	series	of	large	floods	between	
1907-1917.	This	characteristic	is	indicated	with	
form lines. Includes meanders, crevasse splays, and 
dissected,	high-albedo	sand	bodies	with	sparse	
vegetation.	Shallow	mud	cracks	on	surface.

Qcbr3—Old historical channel deposits (Holocene, 
1902)—Relative	stratigraphic	age	is	restricted	to	date	
of	topographic	map	and	shows	location	of	wetted	
channel of Colorado River in 1902 that has not 
been	overprinted	by	subsequent	channel	migration.	

Partly equivalent to Qc2ch	(pre-Hoover	Dam	channel	
deposits) of Malmon and others (2009). Not visited 
in	field.	

Qcb3—Old historical alluvial deposits (Holocene, 
1874-1902)—Alluvium reworked from 1858 and 
1874	channel	and	floodplain	(survey	map	only	
shows river margin in California), overprinted by 
1902 channel and topography. Very likely that this 
unit	reflects	erosive	and	depositional	effects	of	a	
large	flood	in	1884	that	was	estimated	at	300,000	
ft3/s (8,495 m3/s) at Topock (Smith and Heckler, 
1955).	Channel	bifurcation	of	1902	roughly	follows	
1874 channel. Uppermost meter from 1874 
meander	in	south-central	portion	of	map	is	poorly-
sorted,	rounded,	brown	very	fine-grained	quartz-rich	
sand and silt containing abundant Corbicula sp. and 
minor	woody	debris.	Vegetation	includes	tamarisk	
and arrowweed. Partly equivalent to Qy3r (youngest 
Colorado River terrace deposits) of Gootee and 
others (2016). 

Qcb2—Older historical alluvial deposits (Holocene, 
1858-1874)—Maximum	age	based	on	interpretation	
of	Egglofstein’s	floodplain	map	made	on	the	1858	
Ives	Expedition	(Ives,	1861);	minimum	age	based	on	
cadastral survey of west bank of the river in 1874. 
Unit is likely to include Colorado River deposits 
and	morphological	features	formed	by	large	flood	
in 1862 (Wheeler, 1876). The western channel 
boundary was mapped in the BLM cadastral survey 
(1874)	and	includes	well-defined	segments	of	
meandering channels. This unit is the oldest clearly 
discernible	meander-belt	segment	in	the	map.	
Goodman Slough (named on a subsequent map 
in	1902)	is	a	prime	example	of	a	well-preserved	
channel segment. It is approximately 0.3 km wide 
and forms a broadly arcing meander segment that 
supports	a	meander	wavelength	of	up	to	~5	km	
(Sections	4	and	9	R22W,	T7S).	Its	outer	(western)	
bank	defines	the	contact	between	units	Qcb1 and 
Qcb2. Goodman Slough follows disconnected and 
unnamed	sloughs	of	1874	survey.	Cottonwood	
groves and low willow swamps occupied land 
between Goodman Slough and 1874 channel, 2.5 km 
to the east, along with numerous small sloughs. It 
is	currently	dry	and	contains	sand	with	centimeter-
thick mud cracks on undisturbed ground surface. 
Approximate	1	m	exposed	section	with	20	cm	gravel	
cap	containing	volcanic	and	leucogranitic	clasts.	
Gravel	overlies	a	10-15	cm	bed	of	poorly-sorted,	
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sub-rounded,	fine-grained,	ripple	cross-laminated	
brown	sand.	Indistinct	bounding	surfaces	separate	
largely massive, structureless sand bodies below. 
Root structures half meter below ground surface. 
Shell	hash	in	bottommost	bed.	One	outstandingly	
large	flood	is	reported	to	have	occurred	between	
the	date	of	the	Ives	Expedition	and	the	cadastral	
survey in 1874. In 1862 an approximately 400,000 
ft3/s (11,327 m3/s)	flood	was	described.	Flood	events	
approaching	this	scale	would	have	a	significant	effect	
on	the	Colorado	River	channel	and	floodplain.

Qcb1—Oldest alluvial deposits (Holocene, pre-
1858)—Prehistorical Colorado River deposits. 
Minimum age set by (1858) mapping by Egglofstein 
(in Ives, 1861). Associated with a complex, 
amalgamated	and	palimpsest	pattern	of	multiple	
cross-cutting	meandering	channel	belts	and	possible	
interspersed braided channel tracts. The associated 
floodplain	surface	extends	beyond	the	west	edge	of	
the	map	to	the	floodplain	margin	where	it	abuts	the	
bluffs	of	Palo	Verde	Mesa.	The	map	was	published	
in 1861 based on work done on the 1858 Ives 
Expedition.	It	is	likely	that	the	flood	of	1861-62,	
reported	as	400,000	ft3/s (11,327 m3/s) at Topock 
(see	footnote	9	in	pamphlet)	had	a	significant	
geomorphic	effect	on	this	part	of	the	floodplain.
The 1874 cadastral survey map shows Blythe 
townsite as sand hills and knolls bordered by 
mesquite on this surface. Although the network 
of	visible	channel	patterns	from	the	earliest	aerial	
photography	(1930)	likely	reflects	original	Colorado	
River	topography,	overbank	flow	during	large	
floods	and	potential	groundwater	seepage	in	the	
intervening	years	have	probably	modified	the	faintly	
discernible	flow	patterns.	Banks	of	unlined	canals	
along	cultivated	land	contain	wash	load	of	poorly-
sorted,	sub-rounded,	very-fine-grained,	yellowish-
brown sand in accessible upper meter. Only map 
unit not traversed by Colorado River in available 
historical data. Partly equivalent to Qc1fp (prehistoric 
floodplain	deposits)	of	Malmon	and	others	(2009).

Ancestral Colorado River Deposits

Qch—Chemehuevi Formation (Malmon and others, 
2011) (late Pleistocene)—Deposits	of	fluvial	mud,	
sand, and gravel on eroded piedmont deposits 
along the eastern margin of the map. Sediments 
are	often	found	abutting	a	well-developed	fluvial	
scarp. Overlying gravel terraces may be part of 
the younger suite of Riverside alluvium of House 

(2016) and House and others (2018). Qch deposits 
onlap eroded Tcb and older Qi tributary deposits 
(Qi2u)	and	are	locally	interfingered	with	(Qi3). 
Younger elements of Qi3 bevel Qch and are graded 
to	river	terraces	that	formed	after	the	maximum	
Chemehuevi	aggradation.	Latest	Pleistocene	and	
younger	deposits	are	at	or	near	the	floors	of	modern	
valleys, and thus were graded to the river when it 
had	incised	close	to	or	below	its	modern	elevation.	
Qch	deposits	consist	primarily	of	well-sorted,	fine	
to	medium	quartz-rich	sand.	Qch	deposits	also	have	
channel	forms	filled	with	sand-supported	Colorado	
River channel pebble and pea gravel, although do 
not appear laterally extensive or traceable. Bedded 
and massive mud and silt are however common and 
laterally	continuous	for	miles	along	the	riverside	
between tributary mouths. Tributary sand and mud 
are also interbedded with Qch further up tributaries 
as	a	cut-fill	relationship,	found	above	the	youngest	
Qi3 deposits, but inset below earliest Qi2 deposits. 

Tcb—Bullhead Alluvium (Pliocene)—Thick intervals 
of	generally	unconsolidated	quartz-rich	sand	and	
exotic	well-rounded	gravel	of	the	Pliocene	Bullhead	
Alluvium (Howard and others, 2015) were deposited 
in the valleys of the lower Colorado following its 
integration	with	the	sea	(House	and	others,	2005;	
Howard and others, 2015). Tcb deposits are almost 
always	sand-supported	with	floating	exotic	pea,	
pebble and cobbles, some as large as 20 cm in 
diameter.	Planar,	trough	and	low-angle	channel	
bedforms are common as well as massive channel 
sand. Less common are red, brown and green silt 
and mud beds interpreted to be overbank deposits. 
Rip-up	clasts	of	mudstone	are	characteristically	
silicified,	either	partially	or	completely	to	limonitic	
oxide	mineralization,	and	Tcb	exhibits	patchy	
and	discontinuous	carbonate	cementation.	Tcb	
also	contains	locally	abundant	petrified	woods.	
Sand-rich	deposits	of	a	rapidly	aggrading,	likely	
complexly braided early Colorado River culminated 
in	~200	m	thick	up	to	~50	km	wide	alluvial	fill	that	
raised	the	grade	of	the	lower	Colorado	River	200-
300	m	(Howard	and	others,	2015;	Pearthree	and	
House, 2014). In areas surrounding the Blythe 
7.5' quadrangle, Bullhead deposits are exposed 
along	eastern	margin	of	the	modern	floodplain	at	
elevations	between	~100-225	m	asl,	and	the	unit	is	
known from well logs in the Blythe area to extend 
below	modern	sea	level.	The	Bullhead	aggradation	
pulse is constrained between 4.8 and 3.3 Ma in the 
Colorado River extensional corridor but is assumed 
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to mostly span the period from ca. 4.5 to 3.5 Ma 
(Howard and others, 2015). The Blythe quadrangle 
contains only the lower to middle part of the 
Bullhead	aggradational	sequence,	but	there	are	
excellent	exposures	along	river	bluffs	and	incised	
tributary valleys.

Tbo—Bouse Formation (Pliocene to late 
Miocene(?)) (only present in subsurface)—Thick, 
basin-filling	sequence	of	interbedded	fluvial	sand	
and	mud	overlying	relatively	thin	marl	and	travertine	
(tufa)	(Metzger,	1968).	Siliciclastic	deposits	are	likely	
subaqueous	pro-delta	sediments	of	the	Colorado	
River	associated	with	the	transition	of	the	valley	
from	a	deep	aquatic	basin	to	a	repository	for	
Colorado River sediments during early phase of river 
integration.	Siliciclastic	Bouse	Formation	deposits	
are known from well logs to extend to more than 
160 m below sea level in the Blythe quadrangle 
(Metzger	and	others,	1973),	shown	in	well	log	LCRP-
22	in	section	BB'.

In	the	Blythe	Basin,	Colorado-River-derived	Bouse	
deposits are less than 5.24 Ma (Crow and others, 
2019) and at least 4.9 Ma, based on the presence 
of	the	Lawlor	Tuff	interbedded	in	Bouse	carbonate	
at	high	elevation	in	the	basin	(Sarna-Wojcicki	and	
others,	2011;	Harvey,	2014).	Water	trapped	in	the	
Blythe Basin spilled through the Chocolate Mountain 
divide and the river became fully integrated with the 
Gulf of California between 4.8 and 4.6 Ma (Crow et 
al., 2019).

The	depositional	setting	of	the	Bouse	Formation	is	
an	essential	component	of	unraveling	the	history	of	
the Colorado River in the Lower Basin, controversy 
remains regarding whether the deposit is of 
marine-estuarine	or	saline	lacustrine	origin,	or	a	
combination	of	both	(e.g.,	McDougall	and	Martinez,	
2014;	Spencer	and	others,	2008;	Bright	and	others,	
2018). 
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Table 2. Table	shows	samples	collected	from	the	Bouse	Formation	in	LCRP	22	by	D.G.Metzger.	Analyzed	by	
Patsy	Berkstead-Smith	in	1965-1967	and	re-examined	by	Kristin	McDougall	in	2014.	

USGS

No
Field No Longitude Latitude Locality Lithologic Comments Fossils

General Com-
ments

Mf11676 LCRP 22 -114.535 33.521 NE 1/4, NW 1/4, NW 
1/4,	S16;	S16	T2N,	
R2W;	

Bouse	Formation	from	254	to	
811	ft.	(77	to	247	m)	below	
land surface

Foraminifers, 
Mega, Fish

elevation	of	
well head 
300	ft.	(91.44	
m);	TD	998	
ft.	(304.19	
m);	multiple	
samples 

Each sample location contains the following information about the sample: USGS No: Micropaleontology Laboratory numbering 
system; Field No: Sample identification as designated by the field geologist; Latitude and Longitude: Latitude and longitude of the sam-
ple location enter as decimal degrees. All locations are NAD83. Accuracy of location is approximate; Locality: Description related to 
the geographic or stratigraphic location of a sample; Lithologic Comments: Commentary related the lithology or stratigraphy; Fossils: 
Fossil groups observed in the residues; Comments: Any commentary related to the sample including but not limited to the elevation, 
age, and ecology.
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Table 3. Calibration of radiocarbon dates determined by CALIB REV 7.1.1

[Probabilistic method using the northern hemisphere IntCal 13 calibration curve; ranges within the 1σ confidence range are in 
dark grey and ages in the 2σ confidence range are in light grey.]

Well Number Radiocarbon Age
1 σ (68% probability)

cal B.P. age ranges

2 σ (95% probability)

cal B.P. age ranges

Relative area under

probability distribution

6S/23E-32G2S 5,380 ± 300 yrs. B.P. 5,758 – 5,822 0.068

5,884 – 6,480 0.932               

6S/23E-32G2S 5,477 – 5,539 0.011

5,576 – 6,806 0.932               

6,812 – 6,855                    0.007               

Median Probability: 6,155 cal yrs. B.P.

6S/23-24J1S 6,250 ± 300 yrs. B.P. 6,797–6,820 0.029

6,825 – 7,428 0.971

6S/23-24J1S 6,450 – 7,666 1.000

Median Probability: 7,105 cal yrs. B.P.

6S/23-24J1S 8,610 ± 300 yrs. B.P. 9,310 – 9,361                    0.053

9,396 – 9,963                    0.775               

9,985 – 10,045                   0.062               

10,051 – 10,152                  0.109               

6S/23-24J1S 8,786 – 8,830                    0.006               

8,863 – 8,886                    0.003               

8,894 – 8,917                    0.003               

8,971 – 10,427                   0.987               

10,466 – 10,480                  0.002               

Median Probability: 9,662 cal yrs. B.P.

1 Stuiver, M., Reimer, P.J., and Reimer, R.W., 2019, CALIB 7.1 [WWW program] at http://calib.org, accessed 2018-12-10
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Table 4. Well	locations	with	lithologic	logs	in	the	Blythe	7.5'	quadrangle		
[Coordinates	obtained	from	the	National	Water	Information	System	(NWIS),	the	Arizona	Dept.	of	Water	Resourc-
es (ADWR), and the California Dept. of Water Resources (CDWR) online databases. Coordinates with asterisk 
determined	from	location	description	in	well	log.	Well	numbering	system	explained	in	Fig.	16	(this	study).]

Well Location Reinterpreted from

55-219557	[B-3-22	16caa] 33.59954,	-114.53092 Driller’s log (ADWR)

55-519660	[B-3-22	15cab1] 33.60081,	-114.52279 Driller’s log (ADWR)

55-591111	[B-3-22	16dac5] 33.59947,	-114.53097 Driller’s log (ADWR)

55-808017	[B-3-22	15abc1] 33.60725,	-114.51967 Driller’s log (ADWR)

6S/23E-24J1S	[B-4-22	34dcb1] 33.63855,	-114.51979 Metzger	and	others	(1973)

6S/23E-26_220785 33.61875,	-114.55319	* Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-28N2S 33.62116,	-114.58412 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-29N3S 33.62130,	-114.60221 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-30K1S 33.61983,	-114.61032 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-31B1S 33.61697,	-114.61190 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-32C2S 33.61605,	-114.59718 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-32E1S	[City	of	Blythe	well	11] 33.61272,	-114.60198 Metzger	and	others	(1973)

6S/23E-32G2S	[Palo	Verde	Hospital	well	2] 33.61330,	-114.59493 Metzger	and	others	(1973)

6S/23E-33D1S 33.61527,	-114.58776 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-33F1S 33.61316,	-114.58137 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-33G1S 33.61425,	-114.57729 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-33K1S 33.61008,	-114.57668 Driller’s log (CDWR)

6S/23E-34M1S 33.60933,	-114.56807 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-01_0903205 33.60174,	-114.53454 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-02_477991 33.59704,	-114.54526 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-02_799990 33.59704,	-114.54526 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-04D1S 33.60241,	-114.58368 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-14_1081760 33.56712,	-114.54339 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-16_E0199064 33.56701,	-114.57843 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-22_541675 33.55282,	-114.56074 Driller’s log (CDWR)

7S/23E-30_e0199065 33.53751,	-114.61260 Driller’s log (CDWR)

8S/23E-07B1S 33.50586,	-114.61168 Driller’s log (CDWR)

LCRP	22	[B-2-22	16bba1] 33.52169,	-115.54327 Metzger	and	others	(1973)
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Figure 12.                      Diagramatic floodplain profile showing well location and lithologic unit interpretation within the 
Blythe 7.5' quadrangle (after Metzger et al., 1973). An exception is well 6S/23E-24J1S which is located in the 
Blythe NE 7.5' quadrangle but is included here because it contains wood fragments in the Blythe Alluvium that 
were radiocarbon dated. The age determinations and depths are presented in the Metzger et al. (1973) report 
without a corresponding lithologic log. The well was located in California when it was drilled but is now in 
Arizona owing to channel migration. Consequently, the well has been renamed from 6S/23E-24J1S to 
B(4-22)34DCB1 following Arizona state nomenclature. We retain the original name in this report. Stratigraphic 
interpretation for wells in the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle is shown in fig. 16 and cross-section AA' (this report).  

Inset map shows location of wells on Blythe 7.5' quadrangle with DEM hillshade in plan view.    
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B

A
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Figure 13.  
Blythe Alluvium (locality A on map)    

A )   Colorado River channel deposits of 
1930 (Qcbr5) showing basal lag gravels. 
Channel width about 300 m with south-
westerly flow on June 24, 1930. Channel 
(1930) flowed across channel deposits 
(Qcbr4) of 1917 and floodplain and 
channel deposits of 1917-1930 (Qcb5). 
Qcbr4 (1917) flowed ENE near the cut 
bank of a meander. Qcbr5 cut by 1938 
(Qcyr1) and 1948 (Qcyr2) channels.

C )   Rounded quartz, chert, and other 
exotic cobbles evidence of distant 
provenance.

  

B )   Qcb5 showing planar bedded 
deposits
  

~ 1 m

Qcb5

Qcbr5

Qcb5

~ 15 cm

Qcbr5

~1.2 m
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A

B

Figure 14.     Photographs of Blythe Alluvium localities.  A ) Qcb4 (1902-1917)—Thinly laminated silts and sands with cross-bed-
ded lenses below massive pebbly sand (locality C on map).  B ) Probable contact of Qcb5 (1917-1930) and Qcb4 
(1902-1917)—Sand with organic debris containing roots, carbonaceous streaks and nodules above massive sand; ~ 20 cm 
well-indurated sandy mud layer with abundant shell hash above very-fine, cross-bedded sand with ~10 cm medium-coarse 
sand layer below; ~23 cm thinly laminated sand at base (locality B on map). 

Qcb5

Qcb4

Qcb4

~1.2 m

~1.2 m

~ 1 m
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~ 15 cm

Figure 15.      Photographs of Blythe Alluvium localities.  A )  Qcb3—Reworked alluvium from modern canal intersecting 1874 channel 
containing abundant Corbicula sp. and minor woody debris (locality D on map).  B )  Qcb2—Approximate 20 cm gravel-pebble cap above 
10-15 cm bed of sub-rounded, poorly-sorted, ripple cross-laminated sand with indistinct bounding surfaces separating largely massive, 
structureless sand bodies below (locality E on map); dry bed of former meander (Goodman Slough).  C )  Qcb1—Reworked alluvium from 
modern canal intersecting prehistorical Colorado River deposits; wash load of poorly-sorted, fine-grained sand in uppermost meters; 
cottonwood grove in 1874 (locality F on map).  

Qcb3

Qcb2

Qcb2—Goodman Slough

Qcb1

A

C

B
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Figure 16.    Lithologic sections compiled from driller’s logs across Colorado 
River floodplain near Blythe, California. The well-numbering systems are based 
on the Bureau of Land Management system of land subdivision. In Arizona, 
wells are assigned numbers based on position within the land survey using the 
Gila and Salt River base line and meridian which divide the State into four 
quadrants. Numbers following the quadrant letter represent the township, 
range, and section; the following lowercase letters indicate the 160-, 40-, and 
10-acre tract, respectively. All designations begin in the northeast quadrant and 
are assigned in a counterclockwise direction. Arizona Department of Water 
Resources (ADWR) also uses well registration numbers 55-xxxxxx for identifi-
cation. In California, wells are similarly assigned numbers based on position 
within the public land grid. The number preceding the slash indicates the 
township, the number following the slash indicates the range, the number 
following the hyphen indicates the section, and the letter following the section 
number indicates the 40-acre subdivision of the section. The last digit records 
the serial number for multiple wells drilled in a section. The final letter (S) is for 
the San Bernardino baseline and meridian. Some wells in California have a 
legacy log number after an underscore following the township, range, and 
section numbers. 



LITHOLOGIC SECTIONS COMPILED FROM DRILLER’S LOGS ACROSS 
COLORADO RIVER FLOODPLAIN NEAR BLYTHE, CALIFORNIA
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Appendix 1

Formal	definition	of	the	Blythe	Alluvium	as	a	
lithostratigraphic	unit

We propose to formally name the Blythe Alluvium 
as	a	lithostratigraphic	unit	in	accordance	with	the	
North	American	Stratigraphic	Code	(NACSN,	2005).	
The	selection	and	derivation	of	the	name	Blythe	
Alluvium is from the city of Blythe (Blythe 7.5' 
quadrangle,	La	Paz	County,	Arizona	and	Riverside	
County, California) named for its founder, Thomas H. 
Blythe,	who	established	the	first	local	Colorado	River	
water rights. The Blythe Alluvium is the youngest 
aggradational	package	of	Colorado	River	alluvium	
prior	to	regulation	and	is	equivalent	to	the	'younger	
alluvium'	of	Metzger	and	others	(1973)	in	the	
Parker-Blythe-Cibola	area.	Modern	river	sediment	
deposited	after	the	onset	of	regulation	is	not	
included in the Blythe Alluvium, which is restricted 
to sediments deposited prior to the closure of 
Hoover Dam (1935).

As such, the Blythe Alluvium extends across 
the	floodplain	and	records	river	aggradation	
during the Holocene and early historical era. Its 
deposition	followed	the	global	climatic	changes	of	
the	Pleistocene-Holocene	transition	and	its	upper	
surface	was	the	active	floodplain	until	the	regulatory	
era	completely	altered	the	river’s	streamflow,	
sediment load, and mobility.
Principal	stratigraphic	units	of	late	Cenozoic	
stratigraphy	of	the	lower	Colorado	River	corridor	
(LOCO) are informally called the 'LOCO strata' 
(House, 2016). The youngest unit of the 'LOCO 
strata' was called the 'Blythe alluvium' by House 
(2016) and the 'alluvium of Blythe' by House and 
others (2018). 

Lithologic	character—Lithostratigraphic	unit

The Blythe Alluvium is primarily composed of 
sand, silt, clay, and minor gravel associated with 
meandering	to	anastomosing	and	braided	fluvial	
channel tracts that have developed during a period 
of	prolonged	net	aggradation	since	the	early	
Holocene.	Well-log	data	and	morphostratigraphic	
interpretation	of	the	river’s	extremely	complex	
floodplain	prior	to	the	regulatory	era	suggest	that	
the	Blythe	includes	complex	amalgamations	of	a	
variety of alluvial deposits. Aerial photos taken in 

1930	(fig.	5)	show	the	complex	geomorphic	and	
depositional	environment	of	the	Colorado	River	
floodplain	prior	to	the	construction	of	major	dams	
on	the	river.	Depositional	environments	included	
(1) complex channel deposits associated with a 
sometime	meandering	to	braided	to	anastomosing	
and	braided,	highly	mobile	river;	(2)	fine-grained	
deposits	related	to	overbank	floodplain	deposition	
during	high	flow	events;	these	include	plugs	of	
sediment in abandoned channel segments such as 
sinuous	arcs	of	cutoff	meanders,	crevasse	splays,	
large expansion bars, overprinted meander belts, 
complex	and	discontinuous	braided	channel	belts,	
and	channel	tracts	more	than	1.5	km	(~1	mile)	
wide;	(3)	interbedded	tributary	sediments	along	
evolving	floodplain	margins	from	bordering	alluvial	
fans and washes heading in the mountainous areas 
that circumscribe each valley. It is not known how 
different	types	of	channel	patterns	characterized	
the	evolving	river	during	aggradation	of	the	Blythe	
Alluvium. The Blythe Alluvium is considered here to 
be	a	lithostratigraphic	unit	“that	is	distinguished	and	
delimited	on	the	basis	of	lithic	characteristics	and	
stratigraphic	position”	(NACSN,	2005,	p	1566).

Distribution,	extent,	and	thickness

The	top	of	the	Blythe	Alluvium	forms	the	flat	or	
undulating,	low-lying	floodplain	surfaces	built	by	
the Colorado River during the Holocene in each 
of its alluvial valleys from the mouth of the Grand 
Canyon to the southern end of Cibola Valley or just 
above	the	confluence	of	the	Colorado	with	the	Gila	
River	and	Yuma.	It	also	includes	any	relatively	high-
standing,	locally	preserved	flood	deposits	flanking	
the river in canyon reaches that separate each of the 
valleys.	Based	on	interpretations	of	well	logs	in	the	
Blythe	quadrangle	and	some	minor	extrapolations	
from a well just outside the map area, it is evident 
that there is an approximately 35 m thick package 
of	mostly	fine-grained	alluvial	sediment	beneath	the	
surface	of	the	modern	floodplain.	

From	Metzger	and	others,	1973,	p.	G2:
The younger alluvium that underlies the modern 
flood	plain	is	composed	of	a	basal	gravel	overlain	
by sand that was deposited by the Colorado 
River and of local gravel deposited by ephemeral 
tributaries. The younger alluvium generally is 
from 90 to 125 feet thick [27.4–38.1 m], and its 
basal gravel, 5 to 20 feet thick [1.5–6.1 m]. 
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Although the gravel is absent locally, the alluvium 
is	continuous	throughout	the	flood	plain.

A	lithologic	section	compiled	from	driller’s	logs	
presented	as	Plate	3	in	Metzger	and	others	(1973)	
contains	four	sections	near	the	town	of	Blythe.	We	
were unable to obtain well logs for two of these 
sections.	We	did,	however,	reinterpret	well	log	
6S/23E-32G2S	from	Metzger	and	others	(1973)	
along	with	twelve	additional	well	logs	from	the	
near vicinity (pl. 1). These logs consistently indicate 
sand	with	minor	clay	and	gravel	above	a	significant	
package of coarser gravel and rock intermixed 
with sand. What we name the Blythe Alluvium is 
likewise consistent in thickness with the 'younger 
alluvium'	of	Metzger	and	others	(1973)	although	our	
interpretation	of	the	'basal	gravel'	recorded	in	the	
supplemental well logs is generally from 10 to 24 
meters	thick,	a	substantially	greater	thickness.		
While	Metzger	and	others	(1973)	identify	this	
distinctive	gravel-rich	stratum	as	the	basal	package	
of their 'younger alluvium', we interpret the top of 
the gravel stratum as forming the basal boundary of 
the	fine-grained	Holocene	Blythe	Alluvium.	Given	
that this gravel stratum marks a major lithologic 
change,	it	is	difficult	to	confidently	differentiate	from	
older	and	less	well-defined	gravelly	strata	that	it	
overlies	in	the	subsurface	(fig.	12,	pl.	1).	The	gravel	
stratum	below	the	fine-grained	Blythe	package	
could	be	part	of	the	Chemehuevi	Formation	or	the	
Bullhead Alluvium, or it might be a separate package 
of latest Pleistocene Colorado River deposits that do 
not	obviously	correlate	with	any	surficial	units.

Morphologic	characteristics

The	modern	floodplain	surface	as	most	recently	
mapped in the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle (this report), 
the Cibola 7.5' quadrangle (Gootee and others, 
2016), the Needles 7.5' quadrangle (Malmon 
and others, 2009), and the Davis Dam SE 7.5' 
quadrangle (Pearthree and House, 2005) show 
representative	and	general	lithostratigraphic	
and	morphostratigraphic	properties	of	the	likely	
character of the wandering lower Colorado River 
system	over	the	youngest	period	of	deposition.	
Floodplain margins of the Great Colorado Valley as 
mapped in the 19th century (Ives, 1861) are roughly 
congruent with contemporary margins determined 
from satellite imagery in the Palo Verde (Blythe) 
Valley, but considerable discrepancies exist along 
the eastern margin in Parker Valley. The historical 

river	floodplain	widens	from	about	5	km	at	the	
transition	from	Parker	to	Palo	Verde	(Blythe)	Valleys	
to nearly 16.5 km at its greatest width across Palo 
Verde Valley, including the Blythe 7.5' quadrangle. 
The	floodplain	narrows	again	to	about	4.5	km	at	the	
entrance	to	the	significantly	smaller	Cibola	Valley.	
Blythe	Alluvium	aggraded	across	the	entire	Great	
Colorado Valley during the Holocene, although the 
historical	course	is	confined	to	a	narrow	belt	within	
the	floodplain.	Consequently,	at	least	half	of	the	
floodplain	has	not	included	the	active	channel	in	the	
historical period. 

As	noted	by	Metzger	and	others	(1973),	the	surface	
contact between the 'younger' and 'older alluviums' 
is	that	of	the	floodplain	and	the	bordering	terraces.	
Basin	fill	at	the	floodplain	surface	is	Blythe	Alluvium,	
while	the	Chemehuevi	Formation	and	Bullhead	
Alluvium	crop	out	on	the	adjacent	piedmont	(fig.	
9). The Bullhead Alluvium deeply incised the Bouse 
Formation	along	the	lower	Colorado	River	corridor	
in	the	early	Pliocene	with	estimated	local	subsidence	
in the Blythe area of greater than 100 m (Howard 
and	others,	2015).	Deposition	of	the	Chemehuevi	
Formation	filled	the	valleys	well	above	the	present	
floodplain	surface	during	the	late	Pleistocene	
but	was	likely	eroded	before	or	during	the	time	
of	deposition	of	the	Blythe	Alluvium	in	the	Great	
Colorado Valley.  

Age and unit boundaries

The	modern	and	mostly	cultivated	floodplain	surface	
in Palo Verde Valley is a young geological feature 
and almost certainly late Holocene in age, based on 
historical	accounts	and	geomorphic	interpretation	
of historical aerial photographs and other imagery. 
We know from historical data that a large swath of 
the	floodplain	in	the	Blythe	area	is	no	older	than	
150	years,	but	we	do	not	have	sufficient	age	control	
on	pre-historical	surficial	floodplain	deposits	to	
refine	the	general	age	assignment.	It	is	possible	that	
the	entire	floodplain	surface	has	been	reworked	
or inundated and aggraded by the Colorado River 
within	the	last	few	centuries.	Further	investigations	
are required to obtain improved numerical age 
control	on	rates	of	floodplain	surface	recycling,	and	
differentiation	of	ages	of	channel-belt	and	floodplain	
deposits.

We propose that the minimum age and upper 
boundary of the Blythe Alluvium corresponds 
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in	time	to	the	completion	of	Hoover	Dam.	This	
marks	the	end	of	Blythe	deposition	because	of	the	
dam’s	extreme	effects	on	the	behavior	of	the	river,	
including	incision	into	the	floodplain	and	continuous	
sequestration	of	vast	amounts	of	sediment	in	
Lake Mead. The 20th century saw a series of 
major engineering events that have completely 
transformed	the	natural	fluvial	environment	into	
an	engineered	water	resource.	These	changes	left	
the	river	mostly	channelized	and	detached	from	its	
floodplain	or	as	a	relict	fluvial	landscape	submerged	
under reservoirs and locally buried under thick 
deltaic	sediments.	This	constitutes	a	significant	
unconformity in the river’s alluvial sequence. Based 
on	this	definition,	each	of	the	deltas	of	the	Colorado	
River in its reservoirs (Lake Mead and Lake Havasu, 
in	particular)	are	not	part	of	the	Blythe	Alluvium,	but	
are	rather	a	facies	of	the	post-regulation	Colorado	
River. This contrasts with, for example, House and 
others (2018) who informally assigned the river’s 
delta in Lake Havasu to the 'alluvium of Blythe.'
The	base	of	Metzger	and	others	(1973)	'younger	
alluvium'	is	marked	by	a	thick	sequence	of	fluvial	
gravels that sits unconformably atop older (Pliocene 
to	Pleistocene)	alluvium	(fig.	12).	They	consider	
the gravels as a basal conglomerate of the 'young 
alluvium.' We think that the stark contrast in grain 
size	between	the	'basal	gravel'	and	the	more	
voluminous	and	continuous	overlying	fine-grained	
young alluvium (Qcb1) represents a fundamental 
shift	in	the	character	of	the	river	and	therefore	do	
not include it in the Blythe Alluvium. No radiocarbon 
dates are available from the gravel stratum, but 
analyses of organic debris below it indicates ages 
greater than that method can resolve. 

Numerical age constraints are available for the base 
of	the	finer-grained	alluvial	package	(Qcb1)	above	
the	gravel	stratum	and	below	the	floodplain	surface.	
Lithologic well logs suggest the Blythe Alluvium is 
at least 33 m thick and includes wood fragments 
recovered in drilling that yielded radiocarbon ages of 
8,610 ± 300 yrs. B.P., 6,250 ± 300 yrs. B.P., and 5,380 
±	300	yrs.	B.P.	(Metzger	and	others,	1973)	[table	3,	
fig.	12,	and	pl.	1].	Two	radiocarbon	ages	come	from	a	
single	well	(6S/23E-24J1S)	that	was	west	of	the	river	
in 1902 but is east of the 1930 channel. Over a 13.1 
m	thick	section	(elevation	62.6–49.5	m)	the	dates	
decrease by 2.36 kyr at an average rate of 5.5 m/kyr. 
Radiocarbon	dates	and	accumulation	rates	reported	
from near the entrance to Topock Gorge at the 
southern end of Mohave Valley, corroborate a period 

of	deposition	between	approximately	8.6	to	6	ka,	but	
also indicate (at that site, at least) an unconformity 
separating	that	package	from	historical	and	modern	
deposits	(Howard	and	others,	2011).	Nearly	zero-age	
wood	in	the	upper	11	m	of	the	section	near	Topock	
has	been	attributed	to	late	Holocene	scour	and	fill	as	
well	as	8	m	of	aggradation	resulting	from	the	closure	
of Parker Dam (1938) downstream (Howard and 
others, 2011). In the Blythe area sediments near the 
base of Qcb1 date to approximately 8.6 ka (table 3, 
fig.	12,	and	pl.	1)	(Metzger	and	others,	1973).	Thus,	
available evidence indicates that the Blythe Alluvium 
has	been	aggrading	in	the	valley	bottom	for	most	of	
the Holocene. 

The age and lithologic character of the Blythe 
Alluvium show that it likely records the complex 
response of the river to the interrelated processes 
of the global and regional climate changes, which 
resulted	in	deglaciation	in	its	headwaters	and	sea	
level rise in the Gulf of California. It is currently 
not clear which (if either) of those processes had 
a	dominant	effect.	The	significant	change	in	the	
caliber	of	deposits	at	the	inception	of	the	Blythe	
Alluvium	suggests	a	combination	of	coarse	sediment	
depletion	and	sequestration	and	an	increase	in	fine	
sediment availability. Changing climate likely altered 
the	flood	regime	of	the	river,	which	may	have	
changed the capacity and competence for sediment 
transport by the river. 

Type	and	reference	localities	

Composite	Type	Section

We	propose	as	a	composite	type	section:		1)	
exposures along the Colorado River in the Blythe 
7.5'	quadrangle	(Localities	A-F),	and	2)	a	collection	of	
driller’s logs near Blythe, California, supplemented 
by	age-dated	carbon	from	two	wells	in	the	vicinity.	
Without	trenching,	vertical	exposures	of	subsurface	
alluvium	are	rare.	East	of	the	river	in	Arizona	a	
road	cave-in	exposed	the	youngest	pre-regulatory	
deposits. Across the quadrangle surface exposures 
are generally inaccessible or covered owing to 
anthropogenic development, though we did collect 
samples	where	possible	(figs.	13,	14,	and	15).	
Exposures are typically less than a few meters. The 
base of the Blythe Alluvium is not exposed.
We examined driller’s logs accompanying 13 wells 
(California Division of Water Resources) located on 
the	Colorado	River	floodplain	near	Blythe,	California	
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for	detailed	subsurface	information.	We	further	
constructed	lithologic	or	stratigraphic	sections	from	
these well logs (pl. 1). These wells all lie within the 
pre-historical	Blythe	Alluvium	unit	we	call	Qcb1	(pre-
dating	the	1858	Ives	Expedition;	see	Ives,	1961).	The	
upper	~30	m	consists	of	sand	and	clay	with	minor	
gravel.	Below	that	horizon	is	the	gravel	stratum	that	
we are excluding from the Blythe Alluvium. 

Well	number	6S/23E-32G2S,	also	known	as	Palo	
Verde Hospital Well 2, contains wood fragments 
~17.4	m	below	the	land	surface	dated	at	5,380	±	
300	yrs.	B.P.	and	well	number	6S/23E-24J1S	contains	
wood	fragments	~20.4	and	~33.5	m	below	the	land	
surface dated at 6,250 ± 300 yrs. B.P. and 8,610 
±	300	yrs.	B.P.,	respectively	(Metzger	and	others,	
1973).	The	latter	well	was	initially	named	using	the	
well-numbering	system	for	the	State	of	California	
(see	fig.	16).	Since	then	the	river	has	migrated	such	
that	the	well	is	now	located	in	the	State	of	Arizona	
and has subsequently been renamed for that 
state’s	well-numbering	system	to	B-4-22	34dcb1	
(see	fig.	16).	In	this	report	we	retain	the	original	
name	to	avoid	confusion	when	referencing	Metzger	
and others (1973) seminal work. This sample is 
mentioned	in	Metzger	and	others	(1973)	but	there	
is no accompanying driller’s log. Calibrated ages are 
presented in Table 3.

We also examined driller’s logs that are distributed 
across	the	Blythe	Alluvium	units	dating	from	1858	to	
1938	and	are	shown	in	Figure	16.	These	stratigraphic	
sections	show	more	gravel	interspersed	with	sand	
in the upper 20–30 m than the well logs in unit 
Qcb1 and are also generally shallower in depth. 
The pronounced gravel stratum seen in the other 
collection	of	well	logs	is	not	clearly	seen	in	this	
collection	even	where	the	wells	are	deeper.	The	
gravel stratum beneath unit Qcb1 is notably coarser 
than	gravel	in	the	younger	subunits.	The	log	for	well-
number	55-219557	(Arizona	Department	of	Water	
Resources	(ADWR))	shows	two	distinct	boulder	
horizons	that	likely	do	not	reflect	material	carried	
by	the	river.	This	well	is	located	along	the	floodplain	
margin and likely contains piedmont deposits 
beneath Blythe Alluvium deposited between 1902 
and 1917.   

Given the absence of a complete and accessible type 
section,	we	propose	that	the	13	wells	bored	across	
the	Colorado	River	floodplain	and	represented	
in	Plate	1	serve	as	reference	sections	for	the	

Blythe Alluvium. The Blythe Alluvium comprises 
the uppermost 28.6–36.6 meters of sediment 
penetrated in these wells. 

Backcover 
Oblique aerial view looking southwest from the 
southeast corner of the quadrangle, taken by 
small drone on May 10, 2017. Colorado River 
and	the	Arizona-California	border	are	to	the	right	
and	center	and	extends	south	on	the	horizon	
between	the	Trigo	Mountains	to	the	east	(left)	
and Chocolate Mountains (right). River Road 
in	bottom	center	runs	east	of	Peter	McIntyre	
County Park (right of road with trailer).  Exposed 
in the steep slopes along River Road is the 
Bullhead Alluvium, mantled by light brown, sandy 
Chemehuevi	Formation.	The	piedmont	extends	
from the Trigo Mountains and is mostly underlain 
by Bullhead Alluvium, covered by Quaternary 
deposits	of	various	ages	and	position	in	the	
landscape. The Blythe Alluvium occupies the 
modern	floodplain,	fed	by	tributaries	like	Petes	
Wash	in	center	middle-ground.
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